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SCRIPTED DRAMAS
<Romantic Comedy / Melodrama>

Click!

The Secret Life of My Secretary
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2019.05.06~2019.06.25
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Office
▪ Keyword : #dating #double life #office love #boss and secretary #sentimental
▪ Castings : Kim Young-Kwang, Jin Ki-Joo, Kim Jae-Kyung
▪ Highest rating : 4.6% / Average rating : 3.3%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Indonesia)
"Am I crazy? I'm in love with two women.“ "Am I bad? I'm deceiving him."
A double-life romance between a man who can’t recognize faces and a woman
who deceives him.
Do Min Ik is an intelligent, perfectionist man with a heart of stone and the
Chief of Team 1 at T&T Mobile Media who always relies on his secretary, the
hot-tempered Jung Gal Hee. Although she diligently carries out the tasks her
mean boss instructs her to do, she does not hold back in saying what she
wishes to say. Will an office romance blossom?
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One the Woman

(Temporary Title. The title may change.)

▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2021.07.05~2021.08.24, Monday and Tuesday in consideration
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Mystery
▪ Keyword: #identical looks #character change #makeover
▪ Castings : Undecided

Switched identity and lost memory! Can the elite prosecutor Yeon-ju get back to her
normal life?
Yeon-ju is a sponsor prosecutor. She lived a harsh life and strived all her life to
become a successful prosecutor. Mina is the daughter of a chaebol family, but she is
an out-of-wedlock child, so she is hated by all her family members. A story of a
punk female prosecutor, whose life has been changed with a nice and gentle
daughter of a chaebol family, because of their identical looks! Their striving story to
find lost memories!
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Cheer Up

(Temporary Title. The title may change.)

▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2021.08.30~2021.10.26, Friday and Saturday in consideration
▪ Genre : Romantic Comedy, Mystery, Youth
▪ Keyword: #University #cheer team #prophecy
▪ Castings : Undecided

The love and mystery of the college cheer team! A lovely and energetic campus
romantic comedy that will also give you goosebumps.
The story of Hae-yi and her university cheer squad! Hae-yi, a smart, pretty, hardworking, but somewhat weird girl, joins the cheer squad, tempted by a senior. There
is a myth about the cheer squad. The myth and what happened on 'the day’…! 20
years ago, a possessed shaman senior visited the cheer team and gave 3 prophecies,
and two of those prophecies came true. Only one prophecy is left…!
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Do You Like Brahms?
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2019.08.31
▪ Genre : Sentimental romance, Music
▪ Keyword : #inspiring #classical music #genius and mediocrity #unsettled youth
#heartfelt

▪ Castings : Kim Min-jae, Park Eun-bin, Park Ji-hyun, Kim Sung-chul, Lee Yoo-jin
▪ Highest rating : 6.3% / Average rating : 5.6%
▪ Distributed Territories : Japan, Taiwan, Myanmar, Cambodia, Vietnam, France,
Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andorra
This is a story about the dreams and love of classical music students who unstably stand on the
edge of 29.
“Do You Like Brahms?” is a drama about students at a prestigious music school and the people in
their lives. Park Joon Young started playing piano when he was six years old. He won prominent
competitions in the country before going on to win international competitions, becoming a
renowned pianist. Coming back to Korea, Joon Young starts to wonder what piano is to him. Chae
Song Ah is a college senior majoring in violin performance. After graduating previously as a
business major, she entered the same university again to go to the music school after four
attempts and is seven years older than her classmates. Although she is not as skilled, her love for
violin is genuine. With opposite pasts, how will their lives change when they meet?
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My Strange Hero
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2018.12.10~2019.02.04
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Teen
▪ Keyword : #back to school #first love #comedy #revenge #sentimental
▪ Castings : Yoo Seung-ho, Jo Bo-ah, Kwak Dong-yeon
▪ Highest rating : 8.1% / Average rating : 5.3%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA (Japan, Cambodia, Myanmar, Mongolia)
Kang Bok-soo, who was unfairly expelled as a school bully, plans to return to
school as an adult and seek revenge. But instead of revenge, he gets caught up in
another incident and finds his love.
When Kang Bok Soo was a high school student, he was falsely accused of
committing acts of violence and ended up expelled from school. Those who
brought the accusations against him were his first love, Son Soo Jung, and a fellow
student Oh Se Ho .
Kang Bok Soo has now become an adult, but in his life, nothing seems to go right
for him. To get revenge on Son Soo Jung and Oh Se Ho, he decides to return to
the same high school. There Kang Bok Soo gets involved in a series of unexpected
cases.
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Still 17
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2018.07.23~2018.09.18
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy
▪ Keyword : #feel-good #misfits #emotional #inspiring #accident #first love
▪ Castings : Shin Hye-sung, Yang Se-jong, Ahn Hyo-seop, Ye Ji-won
▪ Highest rating : 11% / Average rating : 9%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Thailand, Japan, Taiwan, Myanmar)

She woke up at the age of 30 after falling into a coma at 17; he has been excluding
himself from the world and lived an isolated life. This is a romantic comedy of the thirties
staying in their 17-year-old selves.
Woo Seo Ri, a violin prodigy at 17 who was about to study in Germany, got into a bus
accident and fell into a coma waking up 13 years later. Mentally she is still only 17, while

physically she is now 30. Due to a trauma he experienced 13 ago, Gong Woo Jin does
not want to have a relationship with others.
This series is about a man and a woman whose lives in their own ways as if time has
stopped when they were 17. Together, they use all their might to try and open the door
to the happiness that they once thought had been closed to them.
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Love Temperature
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2017.09.18~2017.11.21
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Heartfelt romance
▪ Keyword : #online chatting #youth #dating #based on a novel #sentimental #May and December
couple

▪ Castings : Seo Hyun-Jin, Yang Se-Jong, Kim Jae-Wook, Cho Bo-A
▪ Highest rating : 11.2% / Average rating : 7.8%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Taiwan, Japan, Myanmar, Cambodia, India), EUROPE(France, Belgium,
Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora), CIS (10 countries), Netflix U.S, Netflix International

These two met through an online chat. 'Jane' dreams of a drama writer,
and 'Good soup' dreams of becoming a French chef. This drama is
about love and relationships of young people tamed into superficial
relationships.
Hyun Soo risks quitting her job to become a TV writer; Jung Sun
dreams of becoming a French cuisine chef and opening a restaurant. As
the pair navigate their paths to fulfill their dreams, they discover that
they will need patience, tenacity, and most importantly, hope.
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Don’t Dare To Dream
▪ Timeslot : 24 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2016.08.24~2016.11.10
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy
▪ Keyword : Broadcast station, Jealousy
▪ Castings : #dating coach #office love #comedy #jealousy #quirky #understated #feel-good
▪ Highest rating : 13.2% / Average rating : 10.5%

▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Philippines, Singapore, Mongolia,
Myanmar, Malaysia), EUROPE(France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora),
MENA, AFRICA

A two-time romance between a hard-working, desperate weather forecaster and a macho
reporter. He, who was full of pride, begins to beg for her love and starts to change.
Lee Hwa Shin is a handsome anchor with notable journalistic talent, a well-to-do family and
commendable education. He is also as fierce a competitor as one will find in the world of
reporting, and relentlessly goes after stories. But as luck would have it, he also comes across
another fierce competitor -- meteorologist Pyo Na Ri. Pyo Na Ri doesn’t have the shining
resume of her anchor counterpart, went to a third-rate college, and only has a temporary
contract with the station. Although she has a dorky image, Na Ri has worked extremely hard
to get where she is, even doing odd jobs like lifting boxes. Both anchor and meteorologist
now see each other as rivals in their race to becoming the station’s most valued employee.
But what happens when the two rivals start to fall in love?
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Pretty Ugly
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins

▪ Period : 2016.05.14~2016.07.17
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Family
▪ Keyword : #dating #contrary sisters #love triangle #youth #feel-good #comedy
▪ Castings : Nam-Koong Min, Min-Ah, Seo Hyo-Rim, On Ju-Wan
▪ Highest rating : 15.1% / Average rating : 12.3%

▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Cambodia,
Myanmar, Mongolia), EUROPE(France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg,
Monaco, Andora), Netflix U.S, Netflix International
The drama comically and warmly depicts the romance between four youths. The older
sister who has it all and the gentle-hearted younger sister, along with the attractive
man on the rooftop and the dandy chaebol guy!
This drama is about the love story of two sisters and two men. The talented older
sister has everything, including a beautiful appearance, and her younger sister, who is

less attractive but still has a warm heart. And two men appear in front of the siblings:
a progressively more attractive man, who moved into a humble rental room on the
rooftop of their building and another man who is handsome and wealthy from a
plutocrat family. The romance-comedy drama depicts an eventful and unpredictable
love story by the four people.
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The Doctors
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2016.06.20~2016.08.23
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Medical
▪ Keyword : #heartfelt #emotional #inspiring #drama #teacher and student
▪ Castings : Kim Rae-won, Park Shin-hye, Lee Sung-kyung, Yoon Gyun-sang, Ji Soo
▪ Highest rating : 21.3% / Average rating : 18.4%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Uzbekistan,
Philippines, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Cambodia, Israel, Mongolia, Turkey, Brunei),
EUROPE(France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora)

Human medical drama in which two men and women overcome past wounds

and become doctors. They grow up by meeting various people, and start a
once-in-a-lifetime love.
Yoo Hye Jung was a tough bully in school with a prickly personality, always
having it her way. She had many scars from her childhood and through selfdefense, Hye Jung keeps her heart shut away from other people. However, she
changes after meeting her mentor Hong Ji Hong who plays a key role in
transforming her from a helpless gangster to a compassionate doctor.
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The Master’s Sun
▪ Timeslot : 17 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2013.08.07~2013.10.03
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Light Horror Fantasy
▪ Keyword : #a woman who sees ghosts #comedy #chilling #quirky #heartfelt #loner
▪ Castings : So Ji-sub, Kong Hyo-jin, Seo In-guk, Kim Yoo-ri, Kim Myung-soo

▪ Highest rating : 24% / Average rating : 19%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, Myanmar, Thailand,
Vietnam, Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Cambodia, Kazakhstan),
EUROPE(France, Belgium, Netherlands, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Romania), MENA,
Oceania, Netflix, USA(Remake)

A romantic horror drama between a stingy, greedy CEO and a gloomy, tearful
female employee who sees ghosts.
Joo Joong Won is the stingy and greedy CEO of Kingdom, a conglomerate that
includes a major department store and hotel. He meets the gloomy Tae Gong
Shil, who started seeing ghosts after an accident. Their lives take a new turn as
they work together to deal with the terror and sadness brought about by the
spirits, while delving into a kidnapping incident in Joong Won's past. And
unknowingly, they start falling in love with each other.
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While You Were Sleeping
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2017.09.27~2017.11.16
▪ Genre : Emotional romance, Fantasy, Light thriller
▪ Keyword : #a woman who can foresee the tragic accidents #slow burn #fantasy
#prophetic dream #heartfelt
▪ Castings : Lee Jong-Suk, Suzy, Jung Hae-in, Lee Sang-yeob
▪ Highest rating : 10% / Average rating : 8.3%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Myanmar, Vietnam, Indonesia, Hong
Kong, Macau, Philippines, Mongolia, Cambodia, Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei)
The story of a woman who can foresee the tragic accidents in her dreams, and a prosecutor
struggling to prevent her dreams from becoming a reality.
While You Were Sleeping is a combination of the legal drama and fantasy genres, focusing
on the tale of three young adults who have acquired the ability to see the future through
their dreams: field reporter Nam Hong-joo, rookie prosecutor Jung Jae-chan, and police
officer Han Woo-tak. Some of these dreams show crimes that Jae-chan has to investigate
and disastrous events that either the three of them have to suffer. Troubled by these dreams,
the trio collaborate with each other to prevent these ominous dreams from turning into
reality and to take down one of their archenemies, the corrupt lawyer Lee Yoo-beom.
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Pinocchio
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2014.11.12~2015.01.15
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Fantasy
▪ Keyword : #supernatural #sentimental #youth #Pinocchio syndrome #reporter who can’t
tell a lie #inspiring
▪ Castings : Lee Jong-suk, Park Shin-hye, Kim Young-kwang, Lee Yoo-bi
▪ Highest rating : 13.3% / Average rating : 10.6%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam, Sri
Lanka, Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Cambodia, Israel, Papua New Guinea),
EUROPE(United Kingdom, France, Belgium, Netherland, Switzerland, Luxembourg)

Local-news reporters work together 24/7 to uncover the truth.
The idealistic Choi In Ha has her work cut out for her when she becomes a
broadcast journalist, especially when she suffers from a condition known as
“Pinocchio syndrome,” which makes her break out into hiccups whenever she
tells a lie. Her rookie colleagues include Choi Dal Po, whose shabby appearance
masks his true eloquence and sharp memory; Seo Bum Jo, a wealthy heir who
has had everything handed to him in life; and Yoon Yoo Rae, whose fangirl
knowledge comes in handy in covering the news. The 20-something newbie
reporters pursue justice as they try to discover themselves in the process.
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Into the World Again
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2017.07.19~2017.09.21
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Fantasy
▪ Keyword : #accident #come back to life #fantasy #childhood friends #first love
#sentimental #feel-good #youth

▪ Castings : Yeo Jin-Goo, Lee Yeon-Hee, Ahn Jae-hyun
▪ Highest rating : 8% / Average rating : 6.4%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Hong Kong, Macau, Mongolia, Taiwan, Philippines, Japan,
Singapore), EUROPE(France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora)

A fantasy romance between a 31 year-old woman and a 19-year-old
boy. They were born in the same year and had been childhood friends
before the accident 12 years ago that killed the boy.
Twelve years after dying in a car accident, Sung Hae Sung suddenly
appears alive and well not having aged a day. With the help of his
friends and his childhood love Jong Won, Hae Sung sets out to make
things right for his family and solve the mysteries surrounding his
death and resurrection.
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The Undateables
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2018.05.23~2018.07.19
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy
▪ Keyword : #matchmaking #dating coach #millennials #harsh reality #comedy #feel-good
▪ Castings : Nam-Koong Min, Hwang Jung-Eum
▪ Highest rating : 5.3% / Average rating : 3%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Hong Kong, Macau, Japan, Myanmar, Taiwan)

A romantic comedy in which a man who rejects love falls in love with a
woman who dreams of love but gives up on it due to harsh reality. While
helping the clients in the matchmaking business, they slowly fall for each
others.
This drama tells the story of a handsome and charming guy who is an
expert of romance theories but not interested in love itself, meets a former
athlete whom, after giving up her love because of harsh reality, decides to
be a relationship counselor to make up for it. The drama portrays how they
learn from each other to find a balance between theory and reality in love.
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The Time We Were Not In Love
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2015.06.27~2015.08.16
▪ Genre : Emotional romance, Romantic comedy
▪ Keyword : #friends to lovers #30 years old #sentimental #heartfelt #emotional #inspiring
▪ Castings : Ha Ji-Won, Lee jin-Wook
▪ Highest rating : 7.1% / Average rating : 6.2%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Philippines, Malaysia, Israel, Cambodia), EUROPE(Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg,
Monaco)

A drama about the growing pains in their thirties of a man and a woman who

have been friends for a long time.
Choi Won is "the perfect guy" - good-looking, tall and fit with an amicable
personality. Although he is very popular with women, he can't have a proper
relationship because of his friend, Oh Ha-Na. A romantic comedy about a man
and a woman who have been best friends for 20 years (7000 days). They turn
34 and make a pact to be married before 35, and race each other to the altar
while “helping” weed out potential suitors. They find that they're constantly
dissatisfied with each other’s boyfriends and girlfriends, because they've really
been in love all this time.
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Where Stars Land
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2018.10.01~2018.11.26
▪ Genre : Sentimental romance, Fantasy
▪ Keyword : #people with sad story and wounds #airport workers #inspiring
#emotional #ordinary but precious life #heartfelt
▪ Castings : Lee Je-Hoon, Chae Soo-Bin, Lee Dong-Gun, Ro-Woon(SF9)

▪ Highest rating : 9.7% / Average rating : 8%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Philippines, Taiwan, Cambodia, Myanmar)
Where Stars Land follows the lives of workers at Incheon Airport, and in particular, the
interactions between a clumsy, yet bubbly, woman named Han Yeo Reum and a prickly
and mysterious man named Lee Soo Yeon.
Han Yeo Reum works at the Passenger Services team and is anything but ordinary. She
wants to be a perfectionist and get everything right but her very clumsy and reckless
nature goes against this dream. She has a good heart and strives to do the right thing
even if it means going against the rules.
Lee Soo Yeon works at the General Planning department. He is a perfectionist who wants
nothing but to be ordinary. He graduated from KAIST and dreamed of becoming a pilot.
He seems cold and aloof when in fact he is lonely, but a mysterious secret he hides
causes him to distance himself from everyone he interacts with.
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My Lovely Girl
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2014.09.17~2014.11.06
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Music

▪ Keyword : #k-pop stars #songwriters #music producer #millennials #youth #sentimental
#inspiring #follow dreams
▪ Castings : Jung Ji-Hun, Jung Su-jung, Cha Ye-Ryeon, Kim Myung-Soo
▪ Highest rating : 8.2% / Average rating : 6.3%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, U.A.E, Israel, Cambodia), EUROPE(France, Belgium,
Netherland, Switzerland, Luxembourg)

A romantic comedy drama in which young men and women, full of
wounds on the field of the K-pop music scene, embracing each other's
wounds and develop true love through music.
Lee Hyun Wook is the composer & producer of an entertainment
company. After losing his girlfriend in an accident, he then meets and
falls in love with his girlfriend's younger sister, Yoon Se Na, who dreams
of becoming a music producer.
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Second To Last Love
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 75 mins
▪ Period : 2016.07.30~2016.10.16
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Family
▪ Keyword : #40’s love story #professionals #TV producer #widow #based on a novel
#people who have completely different personalities
▪ Castings : Ji Jin-hee, Kim Hee-ae, Gwak Si-yang, Jung Su-yeong
▪ Highest rating : 11.8% / Average rating : 8.3%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Brunei, Malaysia, Mongolia, ),
EUROPE(France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora)

Ko Sang-sik, a fifth-grade civil servant who hopes nothing will happen,
and Kang Min-joo, a TV drama producer who hopes anything to
happen.
An adult romance about a forty-something woman
television producer. She has no interest in romance
herself with preparing for retirement, but when she
town, she meets a 46-year-old man who’s widowed
and a romance begins.

who works as a
and just concerns
moves to a new
and has one child,
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The Lord of Drama
▪ Timeslot : 18 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2012.11.05~2013.01.07
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy
▪ Keyword : #comedy #quirky #witty #budding but passionate drama writer
#veteran drama production CEO #arrogant top celebrity
▪ Castings : Kim Myung-Min, Jung Ryeo-Won, Choi Siwon, Oh Ji-Eun
▪ Highest rating : 8.9% / Average rating : 7.2%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand,
Vietnam, Malaysia, Cambodia), Oceania
A romantic comedy about drama-producing by a CEO of veteran
production company, a newbie writer who claims that drama is all about
"humanity", and a top star actor who doesn't know how to compromise.
Anthony Kim is a brilliant CEO of a drama production company who will do
anything and everything for the sake of money, fame and success. He is
known to possess the Midas touch as he has created blockbuster dramas
and Hallyu stars. When a death on the set precipitates his fall from grace,
Anthony attempts to regain his former status by putting the drama "The
Morning of Keijo" on air. And to accomplish that, he needs the help of
idealistic Lee Go Eun, who dreams of becoming a top writer someday, and
the handsome but egoistic actor Kang Hyun Min.
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Divorce Lawyer in Love
▪ Timeslot : 18 eps X 70 mins

▪ Period : 2015.04.18~2015.06.14
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Legal, Office
▪ Keyword : #office love #hate to love #law firm #feel-good #working
professionals
▪ Castings : Yeon Wu-jin, Cho Yeo-jeong, Shim Hyung-tak, Wang Ji-won
▪ Highest rating : 6% / Average rating : 4.5%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Myanmar, Cambodia, U.A.E)
The attorney he hated becomes his junior staff and the office manager she ignored becomes her
senior! This drama depicts the romance between two lawyers who slowly develop their
relationship from hatred to love.
Go Cheok Hee and So Jeong Woo once worked together at a law firm; she was a divorce lawyer,
and he was her office manager. She treated him like her inferior, while he constantly irked by
pointing out her mistakes and calling her "Chucky" behind her back. But Cheok Hee is so
ambitious, so determined to win every case for her clients, that her unethical misdeeds catch up
to her, causing her license to be suspended.
Meanwhile, Jeong Woo studies and gets his law degree. Years later, they end up working
together again for a different law firm. But this time, the tables have turned: he's the divorce
lawyer, and she's the office manager. And Jeong Woo relishes getting his petty revenge.
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Suspicious Partner
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2017.05.10~2017.07.13
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Light thriller, Legal
▪ Keyword : #amnesiac killer #chase-and-seek #killer who repeats a critical moment
#prosecutors and lawyers #quirky

▪ Castings : Ji Chang-wook, Nam Ji-hyun, Choi Tae-joon, Kwon Nara, Lee Deok-hwa
▪ Highest rating : 12% / Average rating : 9%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Cambodia), EUROPE(Ukraine, Bulgaria, Romania, Russia), VIKI

A chase-and-seek thriller with a killer who repeats a critical moment due to
amnesia, and a very funny romantic comedy between the prosecutors and
the lawyers.
This TV series is a hilarious romantic comedy about Noh Jiwook and Eun
Bonghee. A thriller, the killer goes after the two while being stuck in a
moment due to memory loss. This story is about growing pains as they
fight and reconcile with a world driven by preconceived notions, and a
heartwarming drama where they end up sacrificing themselves for each
other.
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Cheong-damdong Alice
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 75 mins
▪ Period : 2012.12.01~2013.01.27
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Office
▪ Keyword : #status elevation #matchmaker #girl who dreams of getting married
to a rich man #fashion industry #social status
▪ Castings : Moon Geun-young, Park Si-hoo, So Yi-hyun, Kim Ji-seok
▪ Highest rating : 16.6% / Average rating : 12.5%
▪ Distributed Territories :
A drama about the "Finding Extinct Love Project" of a woman whose life-long
dream is to get married to a rich Cheongdam-dong family, and a man who
despises materialistic women that try to use men as a ladder in social status.
Han Se Kyung is a young woman with a very positive character. Her motto is
"effort will take me as far as I want to go". She wins many designing contests
and finally joins a clothing company. But, at work, Han Se Kyung does errands
and chores rather than design. Meanwhile, the wife of an upper management
employment at the clothing company humiliates Han Se Kyung. The wife is
actually a former high school classmate of Han Se Kyung who didn't do better
than her in school. This makes Han Se Kyung look back on her life.
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Wok of Love
▪ Timeslot : 19 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2018.05.17~2018.07.17
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy
▪ Keyword : #inspiring #feel-good #warm-hearted gangster #daughter of a bankrupt rich
family #best chef who suddenly ruined his career #cooking
▪ Castings : Jun-Ho(2PM), Jang Hyuk, Jung Ryeo-Won
▪ Highest rating : 9.3% / Average rating : 6.2%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Myanmar, Taiwan, Indonesia, Mongolia)

A hot romantic comedy happening at the kitchen, hotter than the boiling
oil in the wok. This drama will deeply stimulate your taste buds with the
savory love stories. Warning: Do not watch with your stomach empty.
The series takes place in a Chinese restaurant. Chef Seo Poong, a chef who
goes from being a star chef one day to the cook at a failing neighborhood
Chinese restaurant.
Dan Sae Woo, meaning “sweet shrimp”, lives a life of privilege and
leisure—she accepted no gifts on her wedding day because her father gave

her a check for 300 million won, and she enjoys horseback riding and
fencing. Her greatest moment in life happens to coincide with a random
bowl of jajangmyun, which leads her to undergo a big change and begin a
new life.
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Lie to Me
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2011.05.09~2011.06.28
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Office
▪ Keyword : #comedy #contract marriage #scandal #lies become reality #absurd #romance
with celebrity
▪ Castings : Yoon Eun-hye, Kang Ji-hwan, Sung Joon
▪ Highest rating : 9.3% / Average rating : 8.4%
▪ Distributed Territories :

The love story between Hyun Ki-joon and Gong Ah-jung, who are
embroiled in a national scandal, which started with Ah-jung's lie that
she's married to Ki-joon, a handsome Chaebol man.
Gong Ah Jung, a level 5 Ministry of Culture official, gets entangled in a
web of lies when she mistakenly lies that she's married to Hyun Ki Joon,
a noble hotel manager from an affluent family. Their relationship is
further complicated when Ki Joon's ex-fiance and a close friend of his
brother's, Oh Yoon Joo, reappears in his life.
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All About My Romance
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2013.04.04~2013.05.29
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Legal
▪ Keyword : #based on a novel #secret date #office love #enemies to lovers #politicians
#national assembly

▪ Castings : Shin Ha-kyun, Lee Min-jeong, Park Hee-soon, Han Chae-ah
▪ Highest rating : 7.4% / Average rating : 5.2%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietam, Indonesia,
Camboida), EUROPE(Romania)

A romantic comedy about the secret love affair of the national assembly member man and
woman who belonging to different parties under different political beliefs.
Kim Soo-Young is a newly elected member of the national assembly. He is a member of the
conservative New Korea Party. Prior to his election, Kim Soo-Young worked as a judge, but
became pressured by higher ups and decided to enter the political world. Now, Kim Soo-

Young becomes involved in a tangled situation with national assembly member No MinYoung, who entered the political world after her sister's death. No Min-Young's sister was a
presidential candidate. No Min-Young is also a member of the Progressive Labor Party, who
only has two members in the national assembly. Kim Soo-Young and No Min-Young then
begin to have romantic feelings for each other.
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That Winter, the Wind Blows
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 60 mins
▪ Period : 2013.02.13~2013.04.03
▪ Genre : Sentimental romance, Melodrama
▪ Keyword : #understated #emotional #slow burn #heartfelt #hardship #loner #a man
who lives a meaningless life #blind woman #star-studded
▪ Castings : Jo In-sung, Song Hye-gyo, Kim Bum
▪ Highest rating : 15.8% / Average rating : 13.9%
▪ Distributed Territories :
A story about a man who lives a meaningless life after being abandoned by his parents and
failing his first love, and a woman who lives a lonely and weary life due to broken family and
sudden blindness, meet to find the hope and true love in their cold and lonely lives.
Oh Seo, who was abandoned by his mother as a child and raised by Park Jin Sung's family, is a

notorious gambler in the neighborhood of Cheongdam. He is heartbroken and doesn't care
about anybody following the death of his first love.
One day, his friend, who has the same name, dies unexpectedly and Seo is thrown into prison. A
year later, Seo meets lawyer Jang Sung, who came looking for the deceased Oh Seo, the heir of
PL Group. Seo uses this opportunity to con the last remaining heir of the PL Group, Oh Young,
to pay his debt. However, Seo starts falling in love with the blind Oh Young while pretending to
be her deceased brother who was separated from her after their parents' divorce.
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Hyde Jekyll, Me
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2015.01.21~2015.03.26
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Fantasy, Light thriller
▪ Keyword : #based on a webtoon #dual personality #quirky #love triangle #twist plot of
Jekyll & Hyde
▪ Castings : Hyun Bin, Han Ji-min, Sung Jun, Hyeri
▪ Highest rating : 8.6% / Average rating : 5.3%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Thailand, Vietnam, Philippines,
Myanmar, Malaysia, Cambodia), EUROPE(France, Belgium, Netherland, Switzerland,
Luxembourg), Netflix U.S, Netflix International

A romantic comedy drama about a man with two completely different personalities
and a woman who falls in love with him.
Gu Seo Jin is a third-generation chaebol who runs the theme park Wonder Land. He
seemingly has everything — looks, brains, and fortune. But a traumatic incident in his
childhood resulted in Seo Jin having a split personality — one is a cold, ruthless man,
while the other is the polar opposite, kind and gentle. Because of this, he vows never
to date or marry. Seo Jin wants to get rid of the circus show at Wonder Land due to
low ticket sales and high overhead costs, but he butts heads with circus master Jang
Ha Na. Ha Na insists on saving the failing circus and dreams of revamping it back to

its former glory. She soon finds herself falling for both of Seo Jin's personalities.
Based on Lee Chung Ho's webtoon "Dr. Jekyll Is Mr. Hyde“.
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Secret Garden
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2010.11.13~2010.01.16
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Fantasy
▪ Keyword : #body switch #quirky #arrogant and eccentric CEO #poor and humble stuntwoman
#inspiring #star-studded #feel-good
▪ Castings : Hyun Bin, Ha Ji-won, Yoon Sang-hyun, Kim Sa-rang
▪ Highest rating : 35.2% / Average rating : 24.3%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Mongolia, Cambodia, Kazakhstan, MENA, Sri Lanka,
Pakistan), EUROPE(France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andorra, Romania) MENA,
Oceania, Viki, Netflix

A romantic fantasy drama about stunt woman Gil-lime, who dreams of becoming a
martial arts director, and Kim Joo-won, "nasty" millionaire who's a CEO of a

department store, unexpectedly wake up in each others' bodies.
The drama tells the story of Won, an arrogant and eccentric CEO who maintains the
image of seeming perfection, and Lime, a poor and humble stuntwoman whose
beauty and body are the object of envy amongst top actresses. Their accidental
meeting, when Won mistakes Lime for actress Rin, marks the beginning of a tense,
bickering relationship, through which Won tries to hide a growing attraction to Lime
that both confuses and disturbs him. To complicate matters further, a strange
sequence of events results in them swapping bodies.
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My Girl
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2005.12.14~2006.02.02
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy
▪ Keyword : #woman who was born a liar #comedy #arrogant man who was born with everything
#finding a missing cousin

▪ Castings : Lee Da-hae, Lee Dong-wook, Lee Jun-ki, Park Shi-yeon
▪ Highest rating : 24% / Average rating : 20.9%
▪ Distributed Territories :

The drama tells the story of a woman who was born a liar but could not be
a real swindler, and an arrogant man who was born with everything but
found happiness only after meeting the liar girl.
When Gong Chan meets the lively and beautiful Yoo Rin, he finds out that
she has connections to his missing cousin, whom his grandfather has been
searching for. He asks Yoo Rin to lie about being his long missing cousin
until he can find his real cousin. She says yes, but soon their feelings for
each other get in the way of their plans. Gong Chan's friend, Jung Woo falls
for Yoo Rin while Gong Chan's ex-girlfriend, Seo Hyun, a pro tennis player,
tries to win him back. Will the two ever tell each other how they feel? Will
Gong Chan ever find his real cousin?
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Protect the Boss
▪ Timeslot : 18 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2011.08.03~2011.09.29
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy
▪ Keyword : #rich and arrogant boss #clumsy secretary #office love #surviving in an organization #2030
life in the worst job market
▪ Castings : Ji Sung, Choi Gang-hee, Kim Jae-joon, Wang Ji-hye
▪ Highest rating : 17.8% / Average rating : 15.1%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam Kazakhstan,
Kirgizstan, Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, Cambodia, Macau), EUROPE(Ukraine, Romania, France,
Monaco, Andorra, United Kingdom ,Italy, France, Spain, Andorra, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Greece, Greenland,
Holy See (Vatican City State), Iceland, Ireland, Malta, Monaco, Portugal, San Marino, Isle Of Man, Jersey,
Guernsey, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Liechtenstein, Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Denmark,
Finland, Norway, Sweden, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Albania,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Macedonia, The Former Yugoslav Republic of, Romania,
Serbia, Slovenia, Montenegro, Kosovo), AUSTRAILA

The drama comically depicts the process of Noh Eun-seol, who struggles to get a job. She
becomes the secretary of a 3rd-generation salty chaebol boss Chae Ji-heon.
Young people are facing one of the worst job markets these days. Even if they are lucky

enough to find jobs, surviving in an organization is another challenge. This is a fun story
about a clumsy secretary and her rich and arrogant boss. The secretary is not equipped in
terms of work experience, skills and expertise but strong and lovely. Now the project named
“The taming of the heir” starts!
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Come Back Mister
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2016.02.24~2016.04.14
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Melodrama, Mystery fantasy
▪ Keyword : #based on a novel #if you’re born again with perfect appearance #second chance
#secret of life #a man who came back to the living world in an attractive body after death
▪ Castings : Jeong Ji-Hoon, Kim Soo-Ro, Kim In-Kwon, Rhee Min-Jung, Lee Ha-Nee, Oh Yeon-Seo
▪ Highest rating : 7.6% / Average rating : 4.5%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Indonesia, Singapore, Hong Kong, Myanmar,
Uzbekistan, Cambodia), EUROPE(France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora)

The drama is about two men and women who come back to life and find out the secrets
and solve problems on the premise that they return from death even for a short time.
A man is worked to death, but he comes back to the living world in the attractive body
of another man for a limited amount of time. Lee Hae Joon is a perfect man with good
looking appearance, who works as a section chief in the women’s apparel section at a
department store. But his body is actually possessed by the spirit of Kim Yeong Soo who
was worked to death. Meanwhile, Hong Nan is a beautiful woman, but her spirit is
possessed by a tough guy, Han Ki Tak. At the same time, Shin Da Hye is a beautiful
housewife, but her husband suddenly dies. She falls into a love triangle with Lee Hae
Joon and a promising store employee Jung Ji Hoon.
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Scent of a Woman
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2011.07.23~2011.09.11
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Emotional romance
▪ Keyword : #time-limited life #incurable illness #inspiring #bucket list #touching #true
meaning of happiness

▪ Castings : Kim Seon-ah, Lee Dong-wook
▪ Highest rating : 18.8% / Average rating : 17.2%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam, Kazakhstan,
Philippines, Indonesia, Cambodia, Singapore, Malaysia), EUROPE(Romania)

A melodrama about a terminally ill woman and a man who falls in love
with her, and their journey to find answers to happy deaths and happy
lives.
A romantic comedy about a non-married, low ranking office worker
who is given numbered days to live.
Lee Yeon Jae is given the grim prognosis that she only has a short time
left to live, so she decides to quit her job at a travel agency and live
her life to the fullest.
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Rooftop Prince
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2012.03.21~2012.05.24
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Fantasy
▪ Keyword : #time-travel #prince of Joseon #finding lost lover #reincarnation of lover #murder
mystery #sentimental
▪ Castings : Park Yoo-chun, Han Ji-min, Jung Yoo-mi, Lee Tae-sung, Choi Woo-sik
▪ Highest rating : 14.8% / Average rating : 11.3%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam, Philippines,
Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia), MENA, EUROPE(Romania, United Kingdom, France, Belgium,
Netherlands, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora), Netflix U.S, Netflix International

The story of Yi Gak, the crown prince of Joseon, who loses his fiancée and travels
300 years to Seoul in the 21st century with his servants to meet Bak-ha and solve
the murder mystery.
Crown Prince Yi Gak finds that he has been transported from the Chosun Dynasty
to modern-day Seoul. He meets Hong Se Na, who bears a striking resemblance to
his dead wife, and is determined to solve the 300-year-old mystery of her death.
With his own resemblance to the CEO’s grandson at the company where Se Na
works, Gak assumes the identity of the young man to stay close to her. Can the
Crown Prince navigate a modern corporation to find clues to his own time period?
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Should We Kiss First
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2018.02.20~2018.04.24
▪ Genre : Melodrama, Romance
▪ Keyword : #Adult’s love #each with their own wound #sad past #divorced man and woman
#losing the daughter #emotional
▪ Castings : Gam Ui-Seong, Kim Sun-A, Oh Ji-Ho, Park Si-Yeon
▪ Highest rating : 12.5% / Average rating : 9.5%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Singapore, Indonesia, Hong Kong, Macau),
AFRICA(14 countries), EUROPE(France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora)

Mature people's melodrama "Long gone love cells revived with a kiss... Real
love of the adults“
Four adults who have lost faith in love find a way to begin again. Son Moo
Han is the managing director of an advertising company. Ahn Soon Jin is a
flight attendant who lost her daughter. The drama shows the not-soinnocent tale of love amongst experienced lovers.
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A Girl Who Sees Smells
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 75 mins
▪ Period : 2015.04.01~2015.05.21
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Light thriller, Fantasy
▪ Keyword : #based on a webtoon #supernatural #sixth sense #investigation #murder
mystery
▪ Castings : Park Yoo-chun, Shin Se-kyung, Namgung Min, Yoon Jin-seo
▪ Highest rating : 10.8% / Average rating : 7.8%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Thailand, Vietnam, Kazakhstan,
Philippines, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Israel, Brunei, Cambodia), EUROPE(France,
Belgium, Netherland, Switzerland, Luxembourg)

The story of a man who lost his sister 3 years ago in the "barcode murder case,"
and a woman possessing superpower who miraculously survived an accident but
lost all previous memories.
Officer Choi Moo Gak lost his younger sister to a barcode-murder case and lost
his ability to taste, smell, and feel pain. He then meets a girl named Oh Cho Rim,
who is the only witness to the murder case and possesses a special sixth sense,
which is the ability to see smells.
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I Can Hear Your Voice
▪ Timeslot : 18 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2013.06.05~2013.08.01
▪ Genre : Romance, Supernatural, Thriller, Legal
▪ Keyword : #supernatural #mind reading #first love #revenge of the murderer #psychopath
#sentimental
▪ Castings : Lee Bo-young, Lee Jong-suk, Yoon Sang-hyun, Lee Da-hee
▪ Highest rating : 24.1% / Average rating : 18.8%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam, Kazakhstan, Sri
Lanka, Romania, Philippines, Malaysia, Cambodia, Macau, Japan, Singapore, Indonesia), AFRICA
(Botswana, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi, Mauritius, Namibia, Nigeria,
Rwanda, Seychelles, S. Leone, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe)
An exciting story about the events that happen to materialistic lawyer Jang Hye-sung, and the
mysterious boy Park Soo-ha, who reads people's minds, and the righteous man, Cha Kwan-woo.
Jang Hye Sung, a bold, sassy, thick-faced, and materialistic public defender, becomes a lawyer
after overcoming poverty and painful memories from her childhood. Hye Sung meets Park Soo
Ha, a 19-year-old boy who reads other people’s thoughts, and Cha Kwan Woo, an innocent
lawyer who lives a disciplined life. Jang Hye Sung is actually Soo Ha's first love after she gave a
decisive testimony on his father's murder case 10 years ago and Soo Ha promised to protect her
from the killer's threats. Together they will team up to find justice in the courtroom and defeat
the released murderer Min Jun-kuk who threatens Hye Jung.
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Birth of Beauty
▪ Timeslot : 21 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2014.11.01~2015.01.11
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy
▪ Keyword : #makeover #revenge #plastic surgery #team-up #delightful
▪ Castings : Joo Sang-wook, Han Ye-seul, Jung Gyu-won, Wang Ji-hye, Han Sang-jin
▪ Highest rating : 10% / Average rating : 7.2%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand,
Vietnam, Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Cambodia, U.A.E, ),
EUROPE(France, Belgium, Netherland, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Romania)
An abandoned woman reappears as a beauty to take revenge on her evil exhusband.
Sa Geum-ran weighs 220 pounds and has the strength of a horse. It is important
for her to keep faith with people around her. Thus, she is loved in her community
but ill-treated in her home. One day, seeing that her husband Lee Gang-jun is with
Gyo Chae-yeon, who was a beauty contest winner and is now an anchor, she

notices his betrayal. After appointed as the CEO of the broadcasting company that
Chae-yeon works, Gang-jun asks Geum-ran to divorce him, saying he is going to
marry Chae-yeon. Nevertheless, Geum-ran tries her best to turn his and his family’s
mind back to her but, they cut her out. One day, she gets into a car accident and
disappears.
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Whisper
▪ Timeslot : 17 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2017.03.27~2017.05.23
▪ Genre : Melodrama, Suspense, Legal
▪ Keyword : #law firm #punishing the evil #helping the powerless #team-up
#enemy to lover #loopholes of law

▪ Castings : Lee Bo-young, Lee Sang-yoon, Kwon Yool, Park Se-young
▪ Highest rating : 20.3% / Average rating : 15.6%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Philippines, Singapore, Mongolia,
Myanmar), MENA, EUROPE(Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Morocco), Netflix
The story of two men and women of lawfirm 'Taebaek' who develop their relationship
from enemy to comrade to lovers, and their fight with the wicked people who misuses
law and power.
Shin Young Joo is a female detective, a section chief with charisma, although she spends
most of her time with petty criminals. She has to pay the debt of her family and often
speaks harshly, but inside she has a golden heart. Lee Dong Joon is a righteous elite
judge, brilliant in mind, but with a warm heart and he always has a friendly ear for

those who are weak. Both work together to solve a case of corruption, involving the
greatest law firm of the nation, Taebaek, which turns out to be one of the biggest
scandals ever.
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Endless Love
▪ Timeslot : 37 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2014.06.21~2014.10.26
▪ Genre : Melodrama, Action, Crime, Thriller, Period
▪ Keyword : #1980s #political #love triangle #brother’s lover #revenge
#corruption
▪ Castings : Hwang Jung-eum, Ryu Soo-young, Jung Kyung-ho
▪ Highest rating : 10.7% / Average rating : 8.5%
▪ Distributed Territories :
A drama about the dreams, ambitions, and love of the people living their lives in the 1980s.
A drama about Korean politics and financial situations in the 1970-1990s through the life of
a woman.
After a traumatic past of witnessing her mother's death, Seo In Ae grows up as an
ambitious woman with a sharp mind who knows how to grab people's hearts, while still
holding hope to avenge her mother someday. Since childhood, her life has been entangled
with two opposite-personalities brothers from poor fisherman family, Han Kwang Hoon and
Han Kwang Chul. Kwang Hoon is the elder brother and an ambitious man. Kwang Chul has
never stopped loving In Ae, who is his older brother's lover.
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Angel Eyes
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2014.04.05~2014.06.15
▪ Genre : Melodrama, Medical, Family
▪ Keyword : #reunion #first love #paramedic #doctor #eye transplant #emotional
#heartfelt

▪ Castings : Lee Sang-yun, Gu Hye-sun, Kim Ji-suk, Kang Ha-neul
▪ Highest rating : 11.9% / Average rating : 9.1%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand,
Vietnam, Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, Israel, Cambodia), EUROPE(Romania)

The story of the reunion after 12 years of a man and a woman who
had to let go of their first love due to sad family history.
Park Dong Joo is a surgeon. His first love was a blind girl. Yoon Soo
Wan is an emergency 119 worker. She was blind when she was younger,
but an eye transplant surgery allowed her to see. Park Dong Joo and
Yoon Soo Wan were each other's first love. They separated due to sad
family histories. They meet again 12 years later.
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The Inheritors
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2013.10.09~2013.12.12
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Teen
▪ Keyword : #rich high school kids #prestigious private school #growth #rich boy and poor girl
#love triangle #friendship
▪ Castings : Lee Min-ho, Park Shin-hye, Kim Woo-bin, Kang Min-hyuk, Krystal
▪ Highest rating : 25.6% / Average rating : 16.7%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macaum, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Kazakhstan, Philippines, Singapore, Indonesia, Cambodia, Malaysia, U.A.E, Israel, Pakistan, MENA),
USA, EUROPE(United Kingdom, France, Belgium, Netherland, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Romania,
Germany, Austria)

A trendy youth drama depicting the love and friendship of wealthy high
school students and a poor girl who happen to go to the same school.
Kim Tan is the heir to Empire Group who has been sent to study abroad in
the U.S. In reality it's a form of exile, as his elder half-brother back home
schemes to take over the family business. While in the States, Kim Tan
meets Cha Eun Sang, who arrived from Korea in search of her older sister.
He feels himself falling for her, never realizing that she's the daughter of his
family's housekeeper. When his fiancée Rachel Yoo arrives to bring him
back to Korea, his heart is torn between love and duty.
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Fashion King
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2012.03.19~2012.03.19
▪ Genre : Melodrama, Romance
▪ Keyword : #from bottom to top #success story #fashion industry #growth
#inspiring #love triangle
▪ Castings : Yoo Ah-in, Shin Se-kyung, Lee Je-hoon, Yuri
▪ Highest rating : 12.7% / Average rating : 11.5%
▪ Distributed Territories :
A drama about young people starting from Dongdaemun Market and
succeeding as world-class designers.
Great fashion has to start somewhere. And for aspiring designer Kang
Young Gul, that somewhere is in a humble stall at the Dongdaemun Market,
a crowded fashion district in Seoul known for its cheap clothing and
wannabe designers. Young Gul is a little timid about pursuing his dreams
to become a famous designer, until he meets Lee Ga Young, a confident
young woman who shares his aspirations. Anna Choi, a brassy woman who
will let nothing stand in the way of what she wants, and privileged hunk

Jung Jae Hyuk create a double love triangle.
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Modern Farmer
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2014.10.18~2014.12.27
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Human
▪ Keyword : #music #rock band #farming #following dream #youth #growth
#countryside #feel-good
▪ Castings : Lee Hong-Gi, Lee Ha-Nui, Lee Si-Eon, Park Min-Woo
▪ Highest rating : 6.3% / Average rating : 4.6%
▪ Distributed Territories :
A human comedy drama that pleasantly depicts the pure dreams, love and
friendship of four rock band members who went farming in rural area.
A comedy drama about a rock band that takes up farming as an escape
route.
Lee Min Ki is a genius rocker, as well as leader, vocalist, and guitarist of a

rock band called Ex-So (Excellent Souls), that he founded together with
drummer Han Ki Joon. The cynical Kang Hyeok is the keyboardist of the
band, but also a medical school student who is from a family of doctors for
many generations. The two will be involved in a love triangle with the lead
female. Meanwhile, Yoo Han Cheol is the bass guitarist.
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Salaryman Chohanji
▪ Timeslot : 22 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2012.01.02~2012.03.13

▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Political, Mystery
▪ Keyword : : #secret strife #companies #murder mystery #based on the plot of
‘Romance of the three kingdoms’
▪ Castings : Lee Beom-Soo, Jung Ryeo-Won, Jung Gyu-Woon, Hong Soo-Hyun
▪ Highest rating : 21.7% / Average rating : 14.9%
▪

Distributed Territories :
It is a drama about the joys and sorrows of Korean salaryman who struggle to achieve their goals in
the dark struggle and competition among large corporations over the development of new drugs.
Part melodrama, part comedy, this series takes its cues from the epic legend "The Romance of the
Three Kingdoms." One night, Yoo Bang enters a dark, mysterious villa with nothing but a flashlight,
only to find an executive of the Chunha Medical Group, Jin Ho Hae, slouched in a chair dead and Ho
Hae's niece, Yeo Chi, hiding behind a curtain. At Ho Hae's funeral, Yoo Bang and Yeo Chi are suddenly
taken into custody for his murder, and we're taken three months into the past to reveal what led to this
murder and exactly who is responsible. We meet Choi Hang Woo, a director from Ho Hae's rival
pharmaceutical company who is undercover to steal the formula for their new drug, and the Chief
Researcher from Chunha Group, Cha Woo-Hee. The lives of these individuals become intertwined over
the next three months as it is revealed exactly who murdered Ho Hae and why.
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Stairway to Heaven
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2003.12.03~2004.02.05
▪ Genre : Emotional romance, Melodrama
▪ Keyword: #star-crossed lovers #emotional #memory loss #stepbrother and stepsister
#tragic love #sensational #star-studded
▪ Castings : Sang-woo Kwon, Ji-woo Choi, Hyun-joon Shin, Tae-hee Kim
▪ Highest rating : 44.1% / Average rating : 32.6%
▪ Distributed Territories :
A drama about a forbidden love story between four men and women struggling with seemingly
endless love.
The relationship of childhood sweethearts Cha Song Joo and Hang Jung Suh becomes complicated
when Jung Suh's father remarries. Along with a new stepmother, Jung Suh also has a new introverted
stepbrother, Han Tae Hwa and a scheming stepsister, Han Yuri. Gradually, Tae Hwa falls in love with
kind-hearted Jung Suh and Yuri decides to pursue Song Joo. Nothing can shake the bond between
Jung Suh and Song Joo, however, not even Song Joo's departure to study abroad in America.

On the night of his return, however, Jung Suh is mysteriously hit by a car and believed dead. Having
lost her memory in the crash, she is taken in by Tae Hwa, who relocates and gives her another name.
Five years later, on the eve of his engagement to Yuri, Song Joo sees someone who looks exactly like
his lost love Jung Suh.
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Celebrity Sweetheart
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2008.12.10~2009.02.12
▪ Genre : Romance, Melodrama
▪ Keyword : #top actress and ordinary man #ghost writer #dating celebrity
#sentimental
▪ Castings : Choi Ji-woo, Yu Ji-tae, Lee Ki-woo, Cha Ye-ryeon
▪ Highest rating : 9.5% / Average rating : 7.6%
▪ Distributed Territories :
A drama about the love of Korean top star Lee Ma-ri and Kim Chul-soo, a graduate
student of Korean literature at a prestigious university.
As the ghostwriter for star actress Lee Ma-ri’s bestselling travel essay ‘Lovers in Asuka’,
Chul-soo gets to meet Lee Ma-ri one day. Around that time, Lee Ma-ri also has a
chance meeting with Jung Woo-jin, who happens to have the same name as her first
boyfriend. She feels her heart flutter for the first time since her former boyfriend Kang
Woo-jin suddenly vanished from her life. Lee Ma-ri finds out that Jung Woo-jin became

interested in her after reading her travel essay, which was actually ghostwritten. So she
tries to brush up her knowledge of culture by contacting Chul-soo for private lessons.
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My Sweet Seoul
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 60 mins
▪ Period : 2008.06.06~2008.08.01
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy
▪ Keyword : #understated #love triangle #ordinary woman in her 30s #friendship
#sentimental #blind date
▪ Castings : Choi Kang-hee, Lee Sun-gyun, Ji Hyun-woo, Kim Young-jae, Moon
Jung-hee, Jin Jae-young, Yoon Hee-seok
▪ Highest rating : 10.3% / Average rating : 8.8%
▪ Distributed Territories :
The work, friendship, and love story of unmarried women living in the city.
The drama about the love life of an old maid, Oh Eun Joo. She has been
working at a book publishing company for seven years. Eun Joo forms a love
triangle with Tae Oh and Young Soo. Tae Oh is younger than Eun Joo by seven
years and Young Soo is a businessman who Eun Joo meets on a blind date. Eun
Soo is reluctant in letting Tae Oh meet her friends because of their huge age
gap. This causes a rift in their relationship because Tae Oh thinks that Eun Soo
doesn't take him seriously. At the same time, Eun Soo continues to see Young
Soo and there's something about him that draws her closer to him.
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Memories of Bali
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2004.01.03~2004.03.07
▪ Genre : Sentimental Romance, Melodrama
▪ Keyword : #star-crossed lovers #love triangle #travel guide #tragic love
#sensational #emotional #star-studded
▪ Castings : Ha Ji-won, Jo In-sung, So Ji-sub, Park Ye-jin
▪ Highest rating : 40.4% / Average rating : 26.7%
▪ Distributed Territories :
An emotional drama about the fatal and heart-breaking love story of your
young people.
Lee Soo Jung is a travel agent who is seeking her good luck in Bali after a
harsh and unforgiving childhood. She meets Jae Min, Kang In Wook, and
Young Joo in Bali, three seemingly perfect people entangled in a triangle of
love. When Lee Soo Jung finds herself back in Seoul, her desire for success
leads her to seek Jae Min for a job, unwittingly setting off a course of events
that further complicate the love triangle.
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Paradise Farm
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 60 mins
▪ Period : 2011.01.24~2011.03.15
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Human
▪ Keyword : #reunion of divorced couple #ranch #vet #healing #nature
#inspiring #heartfelt #sentimental
▪ Castings : Lee Yeon-hee, Chang-min (TVXQ), Ju Sang-wook, Yu Ha-na
▪ Highest rating : 10.3% / Average rating : 8.9%
▪ Distributed Territories :
The story takes place at a beautiful farm when a divorced man and woman
meet again seven years later and enter a contract together.
Dong Joo and Da Ji were once desperately in love and married at 19 after
struggling to convince their parents, but they had divorced after a mere six
months. Six years later, they meet coincidentally at a horse auction in
Australia and discover that their feelings for each other are still very much
alive.
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Dream
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 60 mins
▪ Period : 2009.07.27~2009.09.29
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Human
▪ Keyword : #boxing #sports management #insipiring #youth #growth
#juvenile delinquent #love triangle
▪ Castings : Ju Jin-mo, Kim Bum, Son Dam-bi
▪ Highest rating : 7.0% / Average rating : 5.1%
▪ Distributed Territories :

The drama tells the story of a man who falls to square one after being abandoned by
the company he was working for, meeting a former pickpocket fighter and trainer who
used to be an instructor, and finally achieving success and true love.
Lee Jang Suk spent some time in a juvenile detention center for stealing wallets from
unsuspecting strangers. After he gets out, he meets a sports agent, Nam Jae Il, who's
trying to recover from a downfall in his carrier. Together, they work to achieve their

dreams. Jang Suk dreams of becoming a K-1 Champion; and Nam Jae Il dreams of
regaining his reputation as a top sports agent.
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My Girlfriend is Gumiho
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2010.08.11~2010.09.30
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Fantasy
▪ Keyword : #based on a Korean folktale #nine-tailed fox #offbeat #joyful
▪ Castings : Lee Seung-ki, Shin Mina, Park Soo-jin, Sung Dong-il

▪ Highest rating : 21.3% / Average rating : 15%
▪

Distributed Territories :

The story of a man who falls in love with a nine-tailed fox by chance.
Woong is an immature and spoiled college student who comes from a rich family. He dreams of
becoming an action star the level of Jackie Chan. During a visit in an old temple, he accidentally
frees a Gumiho from a painting five centuries old. In his bid to escape her, he sustains some
serious head injury. Miho takes pity on her saviour and shares her magical bead/energy to return
the favour. When Woong finds out her true identity, he is terrified and tries to escape her but is
met with a dilemma. In order to be fit enough to audition for a coveted action film, Woong
would need Miho's bead which then forces him to live with her. Miho, on the other hand, needs
him to carry her bead for 100 days in order to be human. As they spend time together, they fall
in love with neither knowing that in order for Miho to be human, Woong would have to die.
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The Entertainer
▪ Timeslot : 18 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2016.04.20~2016.06.16

▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Music
▪ Keyword : #manager #band #youth #rookies #growth #feel-good #inspiring
▪ Castings : Ji Sung, Hye-ri, Kang Min-hyuk, Chae Jung-ahn, Gong Myung
▪ Highest rating : 8.7% / Average rating : 7.7%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Cambodia,
Myanmar, Singapore), EUROPE(France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg,
Monaco, Andora)

Shin Seok-ho, the supercilious manager, and a rookie band Ddanddara,
meet at the edge of the cliff and together dream of "Flower Road Life.“
Ji Sung was once a manager at an agency handling the nation’s top
singers, and is now the CEO of an agency that has no power in the
industry. Through various struggles and incidents, he’ll learn to become
“a genuine manager,” when he has the chance to manage the band
Ddanddara.
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He’s Beautiful
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2009.10.07~2009.11.26
▪ Genre : Music, Romantic comedy
▪ Keyword : #disguise as man #on behalf of twin brother #k-pop idol group
#orphan searching for mother #feel-good #sentimental
▪ Castings : Jang Geun-seok, Park Shin-hye, Lee Hong-ki, Jung Yong-hwa
▪ Highest rating : 10.9% / Average rating : 9.2%
▪ Distributed Territories :
The story of a woman disguised as a man becoming a member of a boy
idol band, on behalf of her hospitalized brother.
The management company of the idol group A.N.JELL insisted on adding a
new singer to the group as the lead vocal, Tae Kyung's voice was hurting.
However, the new member, Mi Nam, had to go to the States to repair a
botched eye job just before signing the contract. His agent came up with
the idea of having his twin sister, Mi Nyu to stand in for him and pretend
that she was her brother. The two of them grew up in an orphanage and
Mi Nyu, who was all set to become a nun, agreed to this charade as she
didn't want to spoil her brother's chance of fame which would make it
easier to find their mother.
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VIP
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2019.10.28~2019.12.24

▪ Genre : Dark melodrama, Office, Mystery
▪ Keyword : #affair #department store VIP service #revenge #finding a bit on the side
#suspenseful #slick
▪ Castings : Jang Nara, Lee Sang-yoon, Lee Chung-ah, Kwak Sun-young, Pyo Ye-jin
▪ Highest rating : 15.9% / Average rating : 9.8%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Vietnam, Indonesia, Philippines, Myanmar), EUROPE
(France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora), Israel
Secret private office melodrama of the team serving top 1% VIP customers in the department store.
VIP is a drama that seeks to find an answer in the secretive relationships we hold in today’s society.
Jung Sun is a competent and successful career woman who works as a deputy manager at Sung Woon
Department Store. Her job as a member of the VIP Management Team is to satisfy their top one

percent of customers. Not only is she professional at work, but she has a happy household with a
wonderful husband, Sung Jun. However, one day she receives an anonymous text message. It says that
her husband is having an affair with someone at the office. Anxious, she desperately studies the office
and her co-workers to find out the woman Sung Jun is seeing. In the course of events, secrets behind
each of the workers at the VIP Management Team are revealed.
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Farewell Actually

(Temporary Title. The title may change.)

▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2021.10.29~2021.12.18, Friday and Saturday in consideration
▪ Genre : Melodrama
▪ Keyword: #Office #break-up #best friends
▪ Castings : Undecided

Written as 'farewell', read as 'love'. Our bittersweet 'Farewell Actually’
Young-eun is busy trying to successfully accomplish the collaboration with Jean
Pierre, a hot rising bag designer, in the fashion week marking the beginning of 2020
SS season. Then a tragic event happens. Hwang Chi-sook, who is Young-eun’s senior
at work, friend, and the boss’s only daughter, discovered her young lover’s affair..!
Then, Young-eun goes to a blind date on behalf of Chi-sook and meets a man who
also came on behalf of his friend..!
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SCRIPTED DRAMAS
<Medical / Legal / Office>

Switch
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2018.03.28~2018.05.17
▪ Genre : Legal, Action
▪ Keyword : #fake identity #swindler #prosecutors #corruption #satire #justice #exciting
#adrenaline

▪ Highest rating : 8% / Average rating : 6.5%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, Indonesia, Myanmar),
EUROPE(France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora)
A collaboration of the fake and the real! A refreshing scam in which a Sa Do-chan, a swindlerturned-prosecutor, grab those who take advantage of loopholes in the law.
Scam a thousand dollars, and you are a thief. If the amount becomes a billion, you are a
financier. Break a small promise, you become a conman. If you betray the trust of millions of
people, you are a politician. If the law cannot punish those who have wronged thousands of
lives, what can we do about it? In a society without righteousness, there needs to be a drastic
measure taken in order to catch the bad guys. An eye for an eye, and a conman for a conman.
Oh Ha Ra, a young prosecutor, meets a man who looks exactly like her senior prosecutor, Baek
Joon Soo. While looking for a double to replace Joon Soo, she meets an unordinary man named
Sa Do Chan. Do Chan, a genius conman, puts his skills to use in order to catch the bad guys
who know their ways around the law.
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Dr. Romantic 1
▪ Timeslot : 21 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2016.11.07~2016.01.06
▪ Genre : Medical, Romance
▪ Keyword : #small hospital #genius doctor #inspiring #heartfelt #teacher and disciples
▪ Castings : Han Suk-kyu, Yoo Yeon-seok, Seo Hyun-jin, Kim Hong-fa, Jin Kyung
▪ Highest rating : 27.6% / Average rating : 20.4%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Philippines, Singapore, Mongolia, Myanmar,
Malaysia, Brunei), EUROPE(Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco), CIS(11 Countries),
MENA, AFRICA, NETFLIX

The story of Master Kim - "The Real Doctor" and passionate young doctors Kang Dongjoo and Yoon Seo-jung, set in a shabby Doldam hospital in countryside.
Kim Sa Bu was once a famous surgeon at the peak of his career at a major hospital. But
he suddenly gives it all up one day to live in seclusion and work as a neighborhood
doctor in a small town. He now goes by “Dr. Kim” and refers to himself as the
“Romantic Doctor”. Meanwhile, Kang Dong Joo became a doctor to make something of
himself after growing up poor, and he seeks out VIP patients to achieve the success that
he desperately wants. Yoon Seo Jung is a passionate young surgeon who is haunted by
a mistake from her past and tries to get over it. When Dong Joo and Seo Jung meet
the quirky Teacher Kim, their lives and careers will never be the same again
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Dr. Romantic 2
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2020.01.06~2020.02.25
▪ Genre : Medical, Romance
▪ Keyword : #small hospital #genius doctor #inspiring #heartfelt #teacher and disciples
▪ Castings : Han Suk-kyu, Ahn Hyo-seop, Lee Sung-kyung, Kim Joo-hun
▪ Highest rating : 27.1% / Average rating : 18.3%
▪ Distributed Territories : Vietnam, Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Indonesia, Taiwan, Russia,
Japan, Mongolia, the Philippines, China, Turkey (re-make), EUROPE, MENA
“Romantic Doctor Kim” is a “real doctor” story set in a small, humble hospital called Doldam Hospital. It
is a story about people who meet Kim Sa Bu, a genius doctor, and discover “real romance.”
Kim Sa Bu once gained fame as a top surgeon at a huge hospital. One day, he disappeared from the
eyes of the public, quietly becoming the chief surgeon at Doldam Hospital in the countryside. After he
conducted a successful operation on Chairman Shin, he gets to improve the hospital under reliable
support. But then Chairman Shin passes away, and an old foe returns. New people appear and his
students had to leave the hospital. Furthermore, his wrist, which was injured three years ago, starts to

act weird. Kim Sa Bu decides to go to a huge hospital himself to solve the manpower shortage at
Doldam, where he finds two people who resemble his former students but who seem much more
lacking. Seo Woo Jin would do anything for money, and Cha Eun Jae gets nauseous every time she tries
to perform surgery. Will Kim Sa Bu be able to run Doldam Hospital with these two?
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Doctor John
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2019.07.19~2019.09.07
▪ Genre : Medical, Romance
▪ Keyword : #pain medicine #euthanasia #inspiring #pain management

▪ Castings : Ji Sung, Lee Se-young, Lee Kyu-hyung, Hwang Hee
▪ Highest rating : 12.3% / Average rating : 8.3%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Indonesia, Philippines, Myanmar, Mongolia),
EUROPE(France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora), Turkey

A human medical drama that depicts the doctors of the pain medicine
department and their struggle to help the patients feel as less pain as possible.
“Doctor John” is a new medical drama about doctors specializing in pain

management. In a refreshing take on the genre, “Doctor John” will portray the
doctors’ search for the cause of their patients’ mysterious pain as a thrilling
chase, almost like a detective hunting down the perpetrator behind an
unsolved crime.
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Doctor Stranger
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2014.05.05~2014.07.08
▪ Genre : Medical, Romance, Thriller, Challenge
▪ Keyword : #kidnapped to North Korea #returned South Korea #genius doctor #lonely #leftout #outsider
▪ Castings : Lee Jong-suk, Park Hae-jin, Jin Se-yun, Kang So-ra, Jeon Kuk-hwan
▪ Highest rating : 24% / Average rating : 11.7%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore, Cambodia), EUROPE(United Kingdom, France, Belgium,
Netherland, Switzerland, Luxembourg), Netflix

The drama tells the story of a genius North Korean doctor working at a top

South Korean hospital and living as a stranger, isolated from other doctors.
As a child, Park Hoon and his father were kidnapped by North Korea. In
North Korea, Park Hoon was trained to become a doctor by his father who
was already a doctor. Park Hoon became a genius chest surgeon. He then
flees to South Korea. Park Hoon begins to work as a doctor in South
Korea's top hospital Myeongwoo University Hospital, but he feels like a
complete outsider. To bring his love from North Korea, he does anything to
make money.
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Sign
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2011.01.05~2011.03.10
▪ Genre : Medical, Thriller, Mystery
▪ Keyword : #forensic #investigation #autopsy #clues #inspiring #suspenseful
▪ Castings : Park Sin-Yang, Kim Ah-Joong, Jeong Kyeo-Woon, Uhm Ji-Won
▪ Highest rating : 25.5% / Average rating : 18.7%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Myanmar, Thailand,
Vietnam, Philippines, Singapore, Cambodia), EUROPE(Germany)

A drama about forensic doctors, a detective, and a prosecutor cooperating to find
out the real reason behind deaths at the National Forensic Service.
Go Da Kyung is an eager rookie investigator who gets paired with the famous
forensic doctor, Yoon Ji Hoon. They initially clash due to their different styles of
investigation as well as their opposing personalities - Da Kyung's energetic nature
is a source of irritation for the prickly Ji Hoon - but later develop a complex
relationship as the two strive to uncover the truth through science.
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Heart Surgeons
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2018.09.27~2018.11.15
▪ Genre : Medical, Mystery
▪ Keyword : #hospital #cardiothoracic #dilemma #understated #inspiring
▪ Castings : Go Soo, Seo Ji-Hye, Um Ki-Joon
▪ Highest rating : 8.8% / Average rating : 7.8%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Myanmar)
"Two lives, single heart"
The story of desperate cardiothoracic surgeons who are facing endless
dilemma with the collision of mission as a doctor and their personal stories.
The series revolves around the thoracic surgery department of a hospital.

Park Tae Soo is a thoracic surgery fellow for four years whose mother is
waiting for a heart transplant. Meanwhile, Choi Suk Han is a thoracic
surgeon who is renowned for his skills but has not been treated fairly due
to his humble medical background from a local university. A mysterious
woman, who had a near death experience, decides to become a resident of
thoracic surgery.
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Surgeon Bong Dal-Hee
▪ Timeslot : 18 eps X 60 mins
▪ Period : 2007.01.17~2007.03.15
▪ Genre : Medical, Romance, Human
▪ Keyword : #doctor with heart problem #resident doctors #crisis in hospital
#inspiring #growth
▪ Castings : Lee Yo-won, Lee Beom-soo, Kim Min-joon, Oh Yoon-ah
▪ Highest rating : 24.9% / Average rating : 19.4%
▪ Distributed Territories :
A drama centering around Bong Dal-hee, a graduate from rural College of Medicine and has a
heart disease, and her fellow residents' first year of training as a cardio resident doctors.
Bong Dal Hee is a first year resident doctor who strives to become a surgeon despite her heart
problem. She works under Dr. Ahn Jong Geun, a cardiac specialist, and even though they don't get
off to a good start, the two grow fond of each other as time goes by. Dr. Lee Geon Wook
divorced his wife, Dr. Jo Moon Kyung, after he found out that his 6-year-old son was actually
fathered by another man before they married. He still has feelings for her, but feels betrayed and
cheated. This medical drama portrays the lives of resident doctors, their ups and downs, depicting
crisis in a hospital as well as politics among its management staff.
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Cain and Abel
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 60 mins
▪ Period : 2009.02.18~2009.04.23
▪ Genre : Medical, Action, Romance
▪ Keyword : #based on Cain and Abel of the Bible #brothers conflict #jealousy
#revenge #blockbuster action #adrenaline #doctors
▪ Castings : So Ji-sub, Shin Hyun-joon, Han Ji-min, Chae Jeong-an
▪ Highest rating : 19.4% / Average rating : 16.9%
▪ Distributed Territories :
The drama depicts the story of conflict, betrayal, and forgiveness between brothers,
based on the story of Cain and Abel of the Old Testament.
Based on the biblical story of Adam and Eve's first two sons, Cain and Abel is about
Cain's jealousy towards his brother Abel.
Lee Cho In is a very gifted doctor who has everything that he wants whereas his older
brother, Seon Woo, is jealous of all the attention that Cho In receives. Seon Woo
blames his brother for taking everything good in his life away from him. Seon Woo
blames Cho In for getting their father's love, getting more recognition as a doctor,
and for stealing the woman he loves.
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Judge vs. Judge
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2017.11.22~2018.01.11
▪ Genre : Legal, Romance
▪ Keyword : #courtroom #law school #misjudgment study group #fieriness #inspiring
▪ Castings : Park Eun-Bin, Yeon Woo-Jin
▪ Highest rating : 8.2% / Average rating : 7.1%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, Japan, Myanmar), EUROPE(France,
Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora), Netflix U.S, Netflix International

A justice-seeking project of Lee Jung-joo, the court's "troublemaker judge,” to reveal his
brother's secret, and cool elite judge Sa Eui-hyeon, who got caught up by her.

Judge Lee Jeong-ju has a greater sense of justice than most and has a fiery temper. But there
are times she loses it with the defendants in court, and so she’s considered a liability to the
court. One day, Jeong-ju is saved from danger by an elite judge named Sa Eui-hyeon. But the
two have the worst meeting possible. Eui-hyeon is the total opposite of Jeong-ju. She's
objective and calm, and they end up working on a case together. It’s her brother’s rape and
murder case. As they reach closer to the truth of the trial, Jeong-ju gets into danger, but Do
Han-jun, the prosecutor that likes her, protects her with his entire body. Meanwhile, Eui-hyeon
worries about what Jeong-ju thinks of Han-jun..
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Your Honor
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2018.07.25~2018.09.20
▪ Genre : Legal, Romance, Mystery
▪ Keyword : #false identity #switch identity with twin #judge #justice #from a
criminal to a judge #transformation

▪ Castings : Yoon Si-Yoon, Lee Yoo-Young, Kwak Byung-Eun, Kwon Na-Ra
▪ Highest rating : 8.6% / Average rating : 7%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan)
Han Kang-ho, a former criminal, becomes 'Honorable Judge'! On behalf of
his missing brother, Han Kang-ho, a five-time criminal, becomes a judge

and stands in court. The growth of a newbie judge who begins a cheerful
verdict that is based on the "actual law"!
Two identical twins, Han Soo Ho and Han Kang Ho, look exactly alike but
lead entirely different lives. Han Soo Ho is a respectable judge who does
everything by the book, while Han Kang Ho is not only a convicted criminal
but a repeat offender. When Han Soo Ho suddenly disappears, Han Kang
Ho ends up taking his brother’s place and living a new life as a judge.
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Hot Stove League
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2019.12.13~2020.02.14
▪ Genre : Sports, Office, Challenge
▪ Keyword : #baseball team #last place team #leadership #teamwork
#rearrangement of the team #adrenaline
▪ Castings : Namgung Min, Park Eun-bin, Oh Jung-se, Jo Byeong-gyu
▪ Highest rating : 19.1% / Average rating : 12.5%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Vietnam, Myanmar)
A new team leader is appointed to the last-place team of Korean baseball league, whose
fans have even given up. A hot winter story of the new leader taking the lead to prepare
for a whole new season!
An exciting story set in the winter about a last-place sports team, whose fans have
gotten used to their losing ways, and its new leader as they prepare for an unforgettable
season. This drama portrays the pre-season period of a professional baseball team. As it
becomes a stronger baseball team, they must tackle and solve a new problem that arises
in every episode. The story centers around professional baseball, but rather than showing
the glitz and glamour, it reveals the blood, sweat, and tears shed behind the scenes and

the fierce competition on the field.
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Yes, Captain
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2012.01.04~2012.03.08
▪ Genre : Romance, Human
▪ Keyword : #aviation #pilots #teacher and disciple #training #love triangle
#growth #inspiring
▪ Castings : Ji Jin-hee, Ku Hye-sun, Lee Chun-hee, Yoo Sun, Clara
▪ Highest rating : 12.1% / Average rating : 8.8%
▪ Distributed Territories :
An aviation drama featuring Han Da-jin, a co-pilot full of passion and spirit,
growing up to be a true pilot under harsh and rigorous training by Kim Yunsung, who became the youngest captain pilot.
The drama began filming with location shoots in Australia and unfolds around
the character growth, careers, and romances of those working at an airport.
Kim Yoon Sung is the talented pilot of a passenger airline who gets saddled

with a new co-pilot , Han Da Jin.
The pair gets caught in a love triangle with Kang Dong Soo who is an air traffic
controller at Incheon International Airport with seven years of experience under
his belt. He’s prickly and cool, but possesses a cute, playful side that

sometimes crops up.
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City Hall
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2009.04.29~2009.07.02
▪ Genre : Romantic comedy, Office
▪ Keyword : #deputy mayor #secretary #province city hall #political #workplace
#office love
▪ Castings : Kim Sun-ah, Cha Seung-won, Chu Sang-mi, Lee Hyeong-cheol
▪ Highest rating : 18.7% / Average rating : 15.9%
▪ Distributed Territories :
The story of the mayor's success in a quirky and jovial way.
City Hall is a drama that deals with politics in a romantic comedy genre. It's about the
happenings between a young woman mayor and an elite bureaucrat. Jo Gook is an
exceedingly smart government official. He passed the Higher Civil Service quickly and
basically is the perfect guy. But being a deputy mayor is not enough for him. He lives with
the dream of becoming South Korea's President. He should have easily gone straight to
the top, but due to an unexpected incident, he gets dispatched as a deputy mayor for a
provincial small town, Inju City, where Shin Mi Rae is working. Shin Mi Rae is a lowranking secretary in Inju, but she works her way up to become the youngest City Mayor.
As their paths meet, they have to deal with each other's personal and social differences.
But despite their constant bickerings, will they end up in each other's arms? 73

SCRIPTED DRAMAS
<Crime / Action>

Oh, Mysterious
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2017.11.27~2018.01.30
▪ Genre : Action, Thriller, Suspense, Challenge
▪ Keyword : #fake identity #falsely accused boy #witness became criminal
#investigation #representing the minority
▪ Castings : Yun Kyun-Sang, Jung Hye-Sung
▪ Highest rating : 9% / Average rating : 6.6%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Mongolia, Taiwan, Japan, Myanmar), EUROPE(France,
Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora)

From a "falsely accused prisoner sentenced to death" to a "somehow
escaped prisoner", and eventually a "fake detective Oh Il-seung"! Oh Ilseung, a fearless fake detective, has bet his life to destroy hidden evils.
A boy who stumbled onto an accident and reported the crime became a
murderer, not a witness, due to the mistreatment of the law and laziness on
behalf of the police. He wasted his youth in prison, and the country became
a place of violence and barbarism. Now, he wants to show that David
strangled Goliath to reclaim lost life, that battles could break way for new
future, and that fights result in scars, but true victory is measured by
recovery rather than revenge.
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You’re All Surrounded
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2014.05.07~2014.07.17
▪ Genre : Action, Thriller, Suspense, Challenge
▪ Keyword : #police station #rookie detectives #comradeship #teacher and disciples #mentor
#teamwork #growth
▪ Castings : Lee Seung-gi, Cha Seung-won, Go Ara, Ahn Jae-hyun, Park Jung-min
▪ Highest rating : 14.2% / Average rating : 12%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Philippines, Singapore, Indonesia, Cambodia), EUROPE(United Kingdom, France, Belgium,
Netherland, Switzerland, Luxembourg)

The truth is like a delayed train. It may be late but it comes eventually.
A youth growth romance set in Gangnam Police Station. The story of
the four first-year detectives who have never dreamed of becoming
detectives, and the ace team leader who takes charge of them.
People who believe in the goodness of our world; People who believe that
law and principle reign above injustice and immorality : This drama is about
such people. Four young police detectives who get assigned to serious
crime unit spend the best days of their lives together. The drama is about
inexperienced love, wounded hearts, healing and friendship.
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Nobody Knows
▪ Timeslot : 16 ep X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2020.03.02~2020.04.21
▪ Genre : Action, Suspense, Mystery, Challenge
▪ Keyword : #detective #inspiring #heartfelt #the good adults #protecting unsettled youth
#slow-burn #chilling

▪ Castings : Kim Seo-hyung, Ryu Deok-hwan, Park Hoon, Ahn Ji-ho
▪ Highest rating : 11.4% / Average rating : 8.6%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam,
Philippines, Myanmar, Mongolia), MENA countries, Australia, New Zealand
"If I had met a good adult, would my life have changed?"
Mystery emotional trace story of the children on the boundary, and adults who wanted to protect
them.
Detective Young Jin, from the regional investigation unit, has only one thing on her mind: to catch
the 'Stigmata' serial killer that murdered her friend 19 years ago. She carries guilt and trauma over

the event. She has no friends and lives alone. Her downstairs neighbor’s son, Eun Ho, has built a
relationship with her ever since she moved above their apartment. He does menial house chores
for her. One day he opens the door of the room he wasn't supposed to. Sun Woo, the former
chairman's son and the current chairman's brother-in-law, is Eun Ho's homeroom teacher. He feels
something is wrong with Eun Ho.
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Doctor Detective
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2019.07.17~2019.09.05
▪ Genre : Thriller, Medical, Mystery
▪ Keyword : #medical investigation #industrial
conglomerate #corruption #adrenaline

accidents

#doctors

▪ Castings : Park Jin-Hee, Bong Tae-Gyu, Lee Ki-Woo, Mini Fujii
▪ Highest rating : 5.7% / Average rating : 4.1%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Myanmar)

A new type of medical investigation drama featuring doctor detectives who
cheerfully solve social irregularities at industrial sites.
Do Jung Eun works as an industrial health doctor. She partners with Doctor
Heo Min Ki to uncover the truth related to industrial accidents, diseases
and other incidents that take place at industrial sites. Do Jung Eun seeks
out the truth which the TL Group wants to cover up.
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vs.

The Chaser
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2012.05.28~2012.07.24
▪ Genre : Thriller, Action, Suspense
▪ Keyword : #detective #truth behind daughter’s death #investigation #ominous
#suspenseful

▪ Castings : Son Hyun-joo, Kim Sang-joong, Go Joon-hee, Kim Sung-ryung
▪ Highest rating : 22.6% / Average rating : 13.7%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand,
Vietnam, Cambodia)
A drama about a detective, whose 17-year-old daughter died in a car accident and
whose wife also died in shock, track down the truth behind his daughter's death.

Detective Baek Hong Suk lost his 15-year-old daughter in a hit and run accident and
his wife died from shock shortly afterwards. He then searches for the truth related to
his daughter’s death and learns that her death is tied with a conspiracy. Reporter Seo
Ji Won who is the daughter of an owner of large corporation helps Detective Baek
Hong Suk to uncover the truth on his daughter’s death. While covering the story, she
finds out that her brother-in-law Kang Dong Yoon, a top presidential candidate, is
involved in corruption. Reporter Seo Ji So comes into conflict between her family and
the truth.
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Ms. Ma, Nemesis
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins

▪ Period : 2018.10.06~2018.11.24
▪ Genre : Mystery, Suspense, Thriller
▪ Keyword : #mother who lost her daughter #falsely accused #investigation
#revenge
▪ Castings : Kim Yun-Jin, Jung Woong-In, Ko Sung-Hee
▪ Highest rating : 9.1% / Average rating : 5.9%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan)
A drama about a woman falsely accused of killing her own daughter revealing
the truths of the murder while solving the surrounding cases to get closer to
the truth.

Ms. Ma is the only daughter of a mid-sized firm called Hanguk Tech. She loses
both her parents in a car accident and on the same day, gives birth to her
precious daughter, Min-seo. Ms. Ma has always been a snob, but once she
becomes over-protective of her daughter, her husband slaps her during a fight.
This leads to Ms. Ma demanding a divorce. Then one day, her daughter, Minseo, goes missing and she is discovered dead. And Ms. Ma is framed as the
monster who stomped on her own daughter’s head and killed her.
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Remember
▪ Timeslot : 18 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2015.12.09~2016.02.18
▪ Genre : Action, Crime, Thriller, Challenge

▪ Keyword : #proving father’s innocence #super-memory #lawyer #falsely accused
#ominous #chilling
▪ Castings : Yoo Seung-ho, Park Min-young, Park Sung-woong, Namgung Min
▪ Highest rating : 20.3% / Average rating : 15%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Vietnam,
Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Cambodia, Israel), EUROPE(France, Belgium,
Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora)

The story of a lawyer, suffering from super-memory, fighting against a giant
power to prove his father's innocence.
Seo Jin Woo has hyperthymesia, a condition that makes him remember life
experiences in vivid detail. His father, wrongfully accused of murder, was
tried and put on death row. Determined to prove his father's innocence, Jin
Woo uses his ability to save him.
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Innocent Defendant
▪ Timeslot : 18 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2017.01.23~2017.03.21
▪ Genre : Thriller, Mystery, Suspense
▪ Keyword : #understated #finding lost memory #framed prosecutor #revenge #ominous
▪ Castings : Ji Sung, Um Ki-joon, Kwon Yuri, Oh Chang-suk, Um Hyun-kyung
▪ Highest rating : 29.7% / Average rating : 18.9%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, Myanmar, Philippines,
Malaysia, Singapore, Mongolia, Brunei), Turkey, EUROPE(Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg,
Monaco, Russia), CIS(10 Countries), Netflix

Park Jung-woo, a prosecutor who was framed to murder his daughter and
wife and sentenced to death, struggles to remember the lost four months
of his life and plans a revenge against the villain, Cha Min-ho.
Korea’s top prosecutor who had always managed to prove the accused
guilty suddenly finds himself up in jail! On his chest is a red inmate number
tag, sentenced to death for killing his wife and daughter! How could this
be? Suffering from a temporary loss of memory, he faces the biggest and
the most desperate battle of his life!
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Wanted
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2016.06.22~2016.08.18
▪ Genre : Thriller, Mystery, Suspense
▪ Keyword : #reality show #finding the kidnapped son #completing missions
#ominous #chilling

▪ Castings : Kim A-joong, Ji Hyun-woo, Um Tae-woong, Park Hae-joon
▪ Highest rating : 7.8% / Average rating : 6.4%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Indonesia, Mongolia,
Cambodia, Uzbekistan)

A thriller drama about the nation's top actress struggling to carry out missions
requested by the criminal on a live reality show to find her kidnapped son.
Jung Hye In is a top actress in Korea who reigns over dramas, movies, and
commercials. However, her son is kidnapped on the day she announces her
retirement. With the help of PD Shin Dong Wook and police detective Cha
Seung In, she ends up participating in a live reality show where she follows the
kidnapper’s orders, and in the process uncovers clues towards catching the
culprit and finding her son.
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Return
▪ Timeslot : 17 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2018.01.17~2018.03.22
▪ Genre : Thriller, Mystery, Suspense
▪ Keyword : #murder mystery #investigation #unknown corpse #chilling #ominous
▪ Castings : Go Hyun-jung, Park Jin-hee, Lee Jin-wook, Shin Sung-rok, Bong Taegyu, Park Ki-woong
▪ Highest rating : 17.4% / Average rating : 13.7%

▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Vietnam, Myanmar)

The mysterious corpse on the road! Four high-class men are the suspects. TV
show Return's host Choi Ja-hye is a lawyer and works with detective Dokgo
young, uncover the truth behind the murder.
A lawyer that started poor, a traditional licensed lawyer, and a thuggish
detective’s search for the truth! This drama features Cha Ja-hye, the late
blooming lawyer that started poor, Geum Na-ra, wife of the upper-class
murder scandal suspect and traditional licensed lawyer. These two lawyers
have both taken the case for the upper-class murder. Thuggish detective
Dokgo Yeong gets involved while investigating a drug manufacturer.
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Ghost
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2012.05.30~2012.08.09
▪ Genre : Thriller, Mystery, Suspense
▪ Keyword : #cyber-crime #hacking #cyber investigation #detective #malicious comments
#cyber rumor #new identity #ominous
▪ Castings : So Ji-sub, Lee Yeon-hee Um Ki-Joon, Kwak Do-won, Song Ha-yoon
▪ Highest rating : 15.3% / Average rating : 12%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Romania, Philippines, Malaysia, Cambodia), EUROPE(Netherland, Switzerland, Luxembourg),
New Zealand/Australia OTT, Europe OTT

A cyber investigation drama that contains warnings about the ripple effects of
Internet and SNS. The cyber crime-fighters reveal the human interactions and
society in the cyber world.
Kim Woo Hyun is the only son of a high ranking police officer. Woo Hyun entered
the police academy ranked first and graduated from the academy ranked first. As
a detective, he then joins the cyber investigation department. Woo Hyun then
works to reveal the secrets of those that hide within the cyber world.
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Punch
▪ Timeslot : 19 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2014.12.15~2015.02.17
▪ Genre : Thriller, Suspense, Action, Challenge
▪ Keyword : #time-limited life #ending life without regrets #prosecutor #achieving
justice #inspiring #suspenseful #slow-burn

▪ Castings : Kim Rae-Won, Kim Ah-Joong, Cho Jae-Hyun
▪ Highest rating : 14.8% / Average rating : 10.6%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Vietnam,
Philippines, Singapore, Cambodia)
A drama about Park Jung-hwan who says goodbye to life, and the last six
months of his life as a prosecutor, head of the investigation command division of
the Supreme Prosecutors' Office anti-corruption division.
Park Jeong Hwan is the chief of the anti-corruption investigation team for the
Supreme Prosecutors' Office. To get to his position, he has made compromises
on achieving justice. Jeong Hwan then learns that he has a malignant brain
tumor and does not have much time to left. To end his life without regrets, he
points a gun at corrupt Public Prosecutor General Lee Tae Jun. Jeong Hwan’s exwife Shin Ha Gyeong, who is also a prosecutor, knows about Jeong Hwan’s
situation and helps him.
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God’s Gift: 14 Days
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2014.03.03~2014.04.22
▪ Genre : Thriller, Mystery, Fantasy, Challenge
▪ Keyword : #time-travel #murder mystery #maternal love #murdered daughter #stopping
the crime #ominous #suspenseful
▪ Castings : Lee Bo-young, Cho Seung-woo, Kim Tae-woo, Jung Gyu-woon
▪ Highest rating : 12% / Average rating : 10%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Indonesia, Cambodia), EUROPE(France, Belgium, Netherlands, Switzerland, Luxembourg),
Oceania, USA(Remake)

A drama about a mother who time-travels to revive her beloved child who was
kidnapped and murdered.
Kim Soo Hyun always pushed her daughter, Saet Byeol, to not only do well in
school but also to always come in first place. But tragedy strikes when Saet
Byeol is kidnapped and killed, leaving Soo Hyun and her husband, Han Ji Hoon,
with no clues as to who could have done such a terrible thing and why.
Detective Ki Dong Chan struggles to find the killer, while Hyeon Woo Jin, who
shares a past with Soo Hyun, tries to do what he can. But Soo Hyun is given a
chance to go back in time to change the course of events.
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The Village Achiara’s Secret
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2015.10.07~2015.12.03
▪ Genre : Thriller, Suspense, Mystery, Challenge
▪ Keyword : #murder mystery #seemingly peaceful small town #outsider #lost
sister #ominous #chilly #slow-burn
▪ Castings : Moon Geun-young, Yook Sung-jae, On Joo-wan, Jang Hee-jin
▪ Highest rating : 7.6% / Average rating : 6%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Singapore, Malaysia, Cambodia)

A drama about what happens when a buried body is found in a peaceful
village.
Achiara is a small, quiet, peaceful village with hardly any crime. But on her
first day of school there, English teacher Han So Yoon discovers a buried

corpse. As the townspeople speculate on the identity of the dead person
and the reason she was killed, So Yoon and Police Officer Woo Jae attempt
to find the truth. As they get closer, the ugliness of the village is revealed.
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Those Who Read the Mind of Evil
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2021
▪ Genre : Crime, Thriller, Suspense,
▪ Keyword : #murder mystery #profiler #serial killer
▪ Castings : KIM Nam-gil
▪ Highest rating :
▪ Distributed Territories :
It is not just a story about serial killers,

but a story about living and breathing

humans who “pursue” them. Dramatized stories based on accounts told by profilers
at the scene of the murders.
It tells the story of Yoo Young-cheol, South Korea’s most notorious serial killer, who
murdered 70 people. It captures his brutal and bone-chilling methods of killing
and the efforts that led up to his arrest. The story of Kang Ho-soon, whose femalecentric crimes left 10 women dead . It is an unbelievable tale of a serial killer who
bragged about researching ways to mutilate corpses, and how human organs tasted.
We open this Pandora’s box to reveal the secrets that go beyond anyone’s
imagination.
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SCRIPTED DRAMAS
<Hero / Action>

Good Casting
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2020.04.27~2020.06.16
▪ Genre : Action, Comedy, Hero
▪ Keyword : #NIS #exciting #female hero #adrenaline #teamwork #spies #trio #agents #feelgood #adrenaline

▪ Castings : Choi Kang-hee, Lee Sang-yeob, Yoo In-young, Kim Ji-young, Lee Jong-hyuk, Jun
▪ Highest rating : 12.3% / Average rating : 8.5%
▪ Distributed Territories : Japan, Taiwan, Singapore, Vietnam, Myanmar, Indonesia, the
Philippines, Hong Kong, EUROPE, MENA

An action comedy drama about the female National Intelligence Service agents,
who were pushed out of the main investigation and only worked at the office
desk. One day, they are called back to the field by chance.
The drama is about once talented female black agents (people who work in
espionage and must maintain a cover) for the National Intelligence Service (NIS)
who are now stuck at desk jobs. They must go undercover at a corporation in
order to unroot corruption and leaking of trade secrets.
Im Ye Eun is a single mom who is smart but struggles in her civil service exam
because of her lack of coordination. She dreams of becoming an agent for the
NIS while juggling work and raising her child.
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The Fiery Priest
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2019.02.15~2019.04.20
▪ Genre : Action, Hero, Mystery
▪ Keyword : #fieriness #investigation #comradeship #team-up between priest and
detective #murder mystery #adrenaline
▪ Castings : Kim Nam-gil, Kim Sung-kyun, Lee Ha-nee, Go Joon, Keum Sae-rok
▪ Highest rating : 22% / Average rating : 16.1%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Vietnam, Myanmar, Mongolia), EUROPE(France,
Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora)
The story of a Catholic priest of hot temperament and a chief detective at Gudam
Police Station who meet in a murder case and begin a joint investigation.
Hiding his past as an NIS agent, Hae-il becomes a priest with intermittent explosive
disorder. He eventually causes trouble at the cathedral he was stationed at and is
sent to Gudam Cathedral in Gudam City. Thanks to his teacher Lee Young-jun, he
settles down there. But Young-jun is killed in a mysterious accident and even ends

up being framed while being pressured by local gangs over the sale of land.
Infuriated, Hae-il heads to the police station to intimidate them, but it has a reverse
effect, and he carries out the investigation alone only to end up in a holding cell.
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Mrs. Cop Season1
▪ Timeslot : 18 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2015.08.03~2015.09.29
▪ Genre : Action, Hero, Suspense
▪ Keyword : #working mom #detective #female lead #charismatic #investigation #exciting
#suspenseful

▪ Castings : Kim Hee-ae, Kim Min-jong, Son Ho-jun, Lee Da-hee, Lee Gi-kwang
▪ Highest rating : 15.8% / Average rating : 12.2%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Vietnam, Singapore, Indonesia,
Myanmar, Cambodia), EUROPE(Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco)

"An ace police but failing as a mother." This is a drama about the greatness
and hardship of working mothers in Korea through the performance of a
police lady with a hot heart full of justice.
Just like the police’s job is to protect citizens’ lives and their property, a
working mom, a house wife is her family’s guardian who can do anything
to protect her family’s health and property. Mrs. COP shows a powerful
woman combined with her role as a wife and a detective doing police work
while taking care of her daughter. It shows romance within detectives’ lives.
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Mrs. Cop Season2
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 75 mins
▪ Period : 2016.03.05~2016.05.08
▪ Genre : Action, Hero, Suspense
▪ Keyword : #former FBI #offbeat #female lead #detective #investigation #exciting
#suspenseful

▪ Castings : Kim Sung-ryung, Kim Min-jong, Im Seul-ong, Kim Bum
▪ Highest rating : 11.1% / Average rating : 9%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Myanmar, Cambodia),
EUROPE(Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco)
A thrilling investigative play featuring Mrs. Cop Ko Yoon-jung from New York,
Park Jong-ho who reminiscent of 'M' in the 007 Series, and Lee Ro-jun, the
ultimate villain.
The drama is about a female cop who deals with harsh criminal activities along

with her superior and squad members. It depicts the greatness as well as the
tough and sad sides of working mom’s life in Korea through the story of the
elite woman detective. After Choi Young Jin takes time off from work in Mrs.
Cop (Season 1), Go Yoon Jung becomes the new detective squad chief. She
returned to South Korea after training with the F.B.I. in the United States.
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Delayed Justice
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2020.10.30~2021.01.23
▪ Genre : Legal, Mystery, Hero, Challenge
▪ Keyword : #fieriness #public defender #journalist #team-up #comradeship #inspiring
#justice
▪ Castings : Kwon Sang-woo, Bae Sung-woo, Jung Woong-in, Kim Joo-hyun, Jung Woosung

▪ Highest rating : 6.7%
▪ Distributed Territories: Vietnam, Taiwan, China, Myanmar, Cambodia, Japan, EUROPE,
MENA

A drama on the Retrial Project of a bankrupt public defender and an eccentric
unemployed journalist
“There are people who live like sinners, despite getting falsely accused of murder.
They are all social minorities, and the perpetrators are top-class elites in Korea.
It is hard to admit, but undeniably true.
On the other hand, there are some who risk their lives to help these judicial victims.
Thanks to their years of effort, murder charges are cleared like miracles.
Such an unbelievable, drama-like story is now made into a real drama.

A precious opportunity to look back on human dignity begins now.
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Taxi Driver
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2021.04.09~2021.05.29 (Friday and Saturday)
▪ Genre : Action, Hero, Legal
▪ Keyword : #revenge #justice #suspenseful #exciting #adrenaline
▪ Castings : Lee Je-hoon, Esom, Kim Eui-sung, Pyo Ye-jin
▪ Ratings: Highest – 17.0% / Average: 13.6%
A drama about private revenge service “Rainbow taxi” and how they bring back
justice!
- Powerful action of the taxi driver Kim Do-gi, who takes passengers, who are not
protected by the law and society, to their own destination in his own way.
- A huge scale orchestra performance to present pleasure to the eyes and ears of
the audience.
- Story of becoming an adult through accepting their own limitations

- Story of a true protagonist on the stage of life
- Emotional melodrama of four main characters with beautiful classical music
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SCRIPTED DRAMAS
<Suspense / Mystery / Action>

Alice
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2020.08.28
▪ Genre : SF Human, Action
▪ Keyword : #time-travel #investigation #time-traveler mom #physicist #detective #past me
vs. present me #suspenseful #Sci-Fi

▪ Castings : Kim Hee-sun, Joo Won, Choi Won-young, Kwak Shi-yang, Lee Da-in
▪ Highest rating : 10.6% / Average rating : 7.5%
▪ Distributed Territories : Japan, Indonesia, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Vietnam, Taiwan,
France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andorra, Thailand, Israel, Cambodia

The story of a man and woman who were separated by death magically meet
again beyond the limit of time and dimension.
“Alice” will tell the story of a man and a woman who are separated by death,
only to be reunited by overcoming the limits of time and space. Yoon Tae Yi is
a genius physicist who holds the key to uncovering the secrets of time travel,
while Park Jin Kyum is a detective, who wants to do good, learns a hidden
secret about himself while attempting to solve the mystery of time travel. He
meets Yoon Tae-Yi. They unravel the secret of time travel together.
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Big Issue
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2019.03.06~2019.05.02
▪ Genre : Suspense, Mystery, Romantic comedy
▪ Keyword : #paparazzi #photographer #scandal #celebrity #homeless man #press

▪ Castings : Joo Jin-mo, Han Ye-seul, Kim Hee-won, Shin So-yul, Choi Song-hyun
▪ Highest rating : 4.8% / Average rating : 4.1%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Indonesia, Hong Kong, Austrailia, Singapore,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Laos, Cambodia)
A secretive and fierce paparazzi war with a former photographer who fell
into the abyss with a single photograph and a notorious editor who draws
him into the paparazzi.
Set within the frenzy world of the paparazzi media. Due to a photograph
he took, Han Seok-Joo (Joo Jin-Mo) loses everything, including his job as a
photographer for a top newspaper and his family. Ji Soo-Hyun (Han Ye-Seul)
is the notorious chief editor of a paparazzi group. She hires the man to
become a paparazzi photographer.
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Midas
▪ Timeslot : 21 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2011.02.22~2011.05.03
▪ Genre : Suspense, Romance, Office
▪ Keyword : #companies #corruption #merger #bond investment #ambition
#revenge #slow-burn
▪ Castings : Jang Hyuk, Kim Hee-ae, Lee Min-jung, No Min-woo
▪ Highest rating : 13.7% / Average rating : 11.6%
▪ Distributed Territories :

A fierce business drama about mergers and acquisitions between
companies.
When Kim Do Hyun passes the bar exam at the top of his class, he's
offered a dream job as top aide to Yoo In Hye, daughter to one of the
richest and most powerful men in South Korea. As he becomes more
ambitious, Do Hyun is about to find out just how cut throat In Hye's world
is, and also just how much he's about to lose, including his long-time
girlfriend Lee Jung Yeon.
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Athena - Goddess of War
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 60 mins
▪ Period : 2010.12.13~2011.02.21
▪ Genre : Action, Thriller, Romance

▪ Keyword : #undercover #spies #terrorists #blockbuster action #adrenaline #National
Security Agency #kidnap #suspenseful #star-studded
▪ Castings : Chung Woo-sung, Cha Seung-won, Soo Ae, Lee Ji-a, Kim Min-jong, Choi Si-won
▪ Highest rating : 25.9% / Average rating : 15.4%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA (Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Romania), USA/Canada(Drama Fever),
EUROPE(France, Belgium, Netherland, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andorra, Russia),
Turkey

A drama about the confrontation between spies and international terrorists
over a nuclear reactor under development as an alternative energy source for
oil.

A terrorist group known as "Athena" led by evil mastermind Son Hyuk
threatens South Korea and the world. It is now up to special agent Lee Jung
Woo of the National Security Agency to foil their terrifying conspiracy. Jo Soo
Young, the daughter of the South Korean president, is kidnapped and hidden
away in Italy. Jung Woo and his team are given the assignment to find her and
bring her back.
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Secret Boutique
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2019.09.18~2019.11.28
▪ Genre : Thriller, Mystery, Suspense
▪ Keyword : #from bottom to top #female lead #money and power #greed
#ambition #suspenseful

▪ Castings : Kim Sun-A, Jang Mi-hee, Park Hee-von, Go Min-si, Kim Jae-young
▪ Highest rating : 6% / Average rating : 4.3%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Myanmar), EUROPE(France, Belgium,
Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora)
The story of Jenny Chang, who has grown from a public bath worker to the maid of
the Deo group family, to eventually become a political and business authority, holds
the golden key of "international urban development" in her hands and aims for the
position of the empress.
Jenny is the proprietor of J-Boutique, an upscale clothing and accessories shop, which
is in fact a front for a secret network, connecting the rich and powerful to a small law
firm that discretely solves problems. Jenny has grown from a public bath worker to the
maid of the Deo group family, to eventually become a political and business authority.
She holds the golden key of "international urban development" and aims for the
position of the empress.
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The Strange Housekeeper
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2013.09.23~2013.11.26
▪ Genre : Mystery, Suspense, Thriller
▪ Keyword : #mysterious figure #stalking #affair #family who lost the mother
#family bond #suspenseful

▪ Castings : Ji-woo Choi, Seong-jae Lee , Seong-jun
▪ Highest rating : 11.1% / Average rating : 9%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand,
Vietnam, Cambodia)

A mysterious, never-smiling housekeeper one day enters a family where
a father and his four children live together after the mother's death.
Park Bok-Nyeo is a housekeeper shrouded in mystery who comes to
work for a family — one father, 2 daughters, 2 sons — when their
mother dies. Unsmiling and unexpressive, Bok-Nyeo guides the family
into healing their wounds and rebuilding bonds.
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Swallow the Sun
▪ Timeslot : 25 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2009.07.08~2009.10.01
▪ Genre : Action, Suspense, Romance
▪ Keyword : #based on a novel #blockbuster action #love triangle #first love
#reunion #exciting

▪ Castings : Ji Sung, Sung Yu-ri, Lee Wan, Jeon Gwang-ryeol, Yoo Oh-sung, Soh
Lee-hyun
▪ Highest rating : 18.8% / Average rating : 16.8%
▪ Distributed Territories :

A intense action drama with a powerful story in which the main characters
reflect on the value of true success through different love and ambition.
This novel-based story revolves mainly around four people who are drawn to
Seogwipo, Jeju for a project. Kim Jung Woo and Lee Soo Hyun first met when
they were children but lost track of each other for numerous years. Years later
when Jung Woo meets Soo Hyun, he falls in love with her but his feelings are
not reciprocated. Soo Hyun doesn't realize until much later that she's drawn
to Jung Woo as well.
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3 Days
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2014.03.05~2014.05.01
▪ Genre : Action, Thriller, Suspense
▪ Keyword : #missing case #presidential guard #blockbuster action #slow-burn #exciting
▪ Castings : Park Yoo-chun, Son Hyun-joo, Park Ha-sun, So E-hyun, Choi Won-young
▪ Highest rating : 13.8% / Average rating : 11.8%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Philippines, Singapore, Cambodia, Malaysia), EUROPE(United Kingdom, France, Belgium,
Netherland, Switzerland, Luxembourg)

A drama about the presidential security guards tracking down a case in search
of the missing president on vacation to a private villa.
A drama about the president who goes missing during his vacation after three
rounds of gun shots at his own villa and his bodyguards who pursue the case
and try to save him. The drama traces the footsteps of the security guards who
try to locate the missing president and unfold the mystery surrounding the
president′s disappearance.
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Let Me Introduce Her
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2018.07.14~2018.09.29
▪ Genre : Mystery, Suspense, Romance, Challenge
▪ Keyword : #makeover #plastic surgery #tracking lost memories #affair #revenge
▪ Castings : Nam Sang-Mi, Kim Jae-Won, Han Eun-Jung, Lee Mi-Suk
▪ Highest rating : 12.7% / Average rating : 7.9%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Hong Kong, Macau, Japan, Myanmar)

The story of a woman who risks her life to do plastic surgery, but she loses memory due to the
aftereffects. A sweet mystery melodrama of a woman putting together puzzles of fragmented
memories.
In order to live, a woman named Eun Han risks her life by going through a dangerous surgical
procedure for a new face. However, due to the after-effects of surgery, she loses her memory.
She tries to find the missing pieces of her memory and while suffering from a different face and
not knowing about herself, Kang Woo appears in front of her. Kang Woo has been hurt as his
lover left him. Eun Han and Kang Woo reunite coincidently. He becomes determined to help Eun
Han find her memory. As they work together, Kang Woo slowly opens up his closed heart to Eun
Han. Meanwhile, Chan Ki, the morning news anchor, lives a perfect life. However, he seems to
have a dark side which no one would have ever imagined. This mystery melodrama takes people
to unexpected places with unexpected people.
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Secret Mother
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2018.05.12~2018.07.07
▪ Genre : Mystery, Thriller, Suspense
▪ Keyword : #nanny #early education #comradeship #friendship #female lead #mysterious
#suspenseful
▪ Castings : Shin Hye-sung, Yang Se-jong, Ahn Hyo-seop, Ye Ji-won
▪ Highest rating : 8.1% / Average rating : 6%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Hong Kong, Macau, Myanmar, Vietnam), Israel

It is an unpredictable womance thriller that takes place when a mysterious
nanny enters the home of a mother in Gangnam who is passionate about
her son's education. It depicts the secret friendship and crisis of the two
women, who do not know whether they are enemies or comrades.

Kim Yoon Jin was once a psychiatrist, who quit her job to care for her
husband and son. She had a daughter who died. Yoon Jin carries a sense of
guilt over her daughter's death. Moreover, she is worried about her son
who is about to enter a university. She then decides to hire a mysterious
expert to help her son enter a good university.
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Yong Pal
▪ Timeslot : 18 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2015.08.05~2015.10.01
▪ Genre : Thriller, Medical, Suspense
▪ Keyword : #chaebol heiress in coma #doctor with a huge debt #hospital
#suspenseful #mysterious

▪ Castings : Joo Won, Kim Tae-hee, Jo Hyun-jae, Chae Jung-an, Jung Woong-in
▪ Highest rating : 23.7% / Average rating : 16.7%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand,
Vietnam, Philippines, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia), MENA, Netflix
A melodrama depicting the story of 'Yong-pal', a talented surgeon who would not
mind treating a gangster if he's paid. He meets the chaebol heiress "sleeping witch"
in the hospital.
Kim Tae Hyeon is a talented surgeon. Desperate for money to pay his sister's medical
bills, he adopts the code name Yong Pal and offers his medical skills to those in need
of medical attention but who cannot do so publicly, dealing with gangsters and
corrupt plutocrats. It is while making such a house call that Tae Hyeon rescues
"sleeping beauty" Han Yeo Jin, a chaebol heiress, from a medically induced coma,
leading to unintended consequences.
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Distorted
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2017.07.24~2017.09.12
▪ Genre : Suspense, Mystery, Challenge
▪ Keyword: #fiery journalist #prosecutor #revealing truth #unveiling social injustice #press
▪ Castings : Namgung Min, Yu Jun-sang, Um Ji-won, Moon Sung-geun, Jeon Hye-bin

▪ Highest rating : 12.6% / Average rating : 11%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Mongolia, Myanmar), EUROPE(France,
Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora)

A drama about the “real” journalists digging into the reality of social injustice.
In modern society, journalism has lost its integrity, and journalists who focus on
the facts have disappeared. However, we've seen that there are still journalists
who seek the truth, and if there is at least one person who is willing to look,
the truth will come out from the darkness. Here we have two journalists. One is
a "media jackal", a journalist who will write any story, fact or fiction, in order to

get views, and the other is a "vegetative journalist" who hasn't been able to
write a single article for five years. These two journalists, with the help of a
prosecutor work together in order to seek the truth.
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Giant
▪ Timeslot : 60 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2010.05.10~2010.12.07
▪ Genre : Action, Thriller, Suspense
▪ Keyword : #reunited siblings #revenge #1970s #from bottom to top #success story
#unprecedented villain #exciting #sensational

▪ Castings : Lee Beom-soo, Park Jin-hee, Park Sang-min, Hwang Jung-eum, Joo Sang-wook
▪ Highest rating : 40.1% / Average rating : 21.7%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, Brunei), Turkey, Viki

A drama about the success, revenge, and love of a man as the city expands
during the economic development period of the 1970s.
This drama tells the story of three siblings who grew up in the 1970's. Lee
Kang Mo, his older brother Sung Mo and younger sister Mi Joo were
separated at a young age when their father was killed in a smuggling
scheme and their mother also died subsequently. When they are able to
reunite years later, they have all reached adulthood and are determined to
exact revenge upon the people responsible for their misery.
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Incarnation of Money
▪ Timeslot : 24 eps X 80 mins
▪ Period : 2013.02.02~2013.04.21
▪ Genre : Thriller, Suspense, Romance
▪ Keyword : #lobbying #corruption #money and power #greed #ambition #revenge #satire
▪ Castings : Kang Ji-Hwan, Hwang Jung-Eum, Park Sang-Min
▪ Highest rating : 16.8% / Average rating : 13.7%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Cambodia, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand,
Vietnam), EUROPE(United Kingdom, France, Belgium, Netherlands, Switzerland,
Luxembourg)

A drama about a man who loses his precious things due to money. It depicts the
world of lobbying, rebates, connections and irregularities with keen eyesight and
satire.
A drama based on law about money, love and passion. It is about lobbying,
rebating, connecting and corruption of the Korean society through Lee Cha Don
who loses everything because of money.
Lee Cha Don is a man who rises to the seat of a special branch prosecutor with
the money of a loan shark, while Bok Jae In is the daughter of the loan shark who
raises Lee Cha Don.
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Money War
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2007.05.16~2007.07.05
▪ Genre : Romance, Suspense, Action
▪ Keyword : #gambling #greed #ambition #loan shark #falling in love with the
enemy #exciting
▪ Castings : Park Shin-yang, Park Jin-hee, Shin Dong-wook, Kim Jung-hwa
▪ Highest rating : 36.3% / Average rating : 30.5%
▪ Distributed Territories :
A drama about a man who becomes a slave to money while trying to get back at it.
Geum Na Ra is a ruthless private moneylender. Seo Joo Hee is a righteous woman. When
problems with her family's debts arise, Joo Hee is supposed to marry a divorced man to

solve her family's financial problems. But on the day of the wedding, Geum Na Ra shows
up to collect the debts and ends up ruining her plans. Joo Hee vows to take her revenge
on him but she falls in love with him instead. Ha Woo Sung, also a moneylender, is a
handsome young man who seem to have no worries in life. He and Geum Na Ra are
rivals, in business and in love.
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Five Fingers
▪ Timeslot : 30 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2012.08.18~2012.11.25
▪ Genre : Mystery, Romance, Suspense
▪ Keyword : #pianist #making instruments #revenge #dramatic #love triangle
▪ Castings : Chae Si-ra, Joo Ji-hoon, Ji Chang-wook, Jin Se-yun
▪ Highest rating : 14.1% / Average rating : 11.4%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan)
The drama is about the love of genius pianists and the succession of the musical
instrument making group, and the main characters who overcome the misfortune and

wounds find their dreams and love once again.
In Ha is the son of a talented pianist and dreams of taking over his family's business.
But one day his father brings home an illegitimate son, Ji Ho (Joo Ji Hoon), and
declares that he will be the heir to the family business, In Ha’s world is shattered. In
Ha's mother hereby wants revenge and uses JiHo, while playing the goodnatured
mother in front of him.
Ji Ho grows up to be a pianist prodigy and the heir to his family's business. He loves
his stepmother and stepbrother In Ha more than himself and only wants the best for
them. But when he finds out the secrets, lies and plots which have used on him, he
vows to revenge on the people who he once thought was his closest family.
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Lobbyist
▪ Timeslot : 24 eps X 60 mins
▪ Period : 2007.10.10~2007.12.26
▪ Genre : Suspense, Action, Romance
▪ Keyword : #lobbyist #spy #agent #weapon-dealing #suspenseful #slow-burn
#blockbuster action
▪ Castings : Jang Jin-young, Song Il-guk, Han Jae-sok, Kim Mi-Sook
▪ Highest rating : 19.8% / Average rating : 13.0%
▪ Distributed Territories :

A drama about the world of weapons lobbyists.
This drama is about a female lobbyist dealing with international arms traders. Kang
Tae Hyuk is a successor of a main munitions business company in Korea. He is a
young businessman with perfect appearance using a refined phraseology. He has an
innate ability as a lobbyist and is a master schemer. He plans to sweep over the whole
of Asia.
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49 Days
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2011.03.16~2011.05.19
▪ Genre : Fantasy, Mystery, Romance
▪ Keyword: #finding real relationship #betrayal #come back to life in different
body #emotional #mysterious #reflecting life
▪ Castings : Lee Yo-won, Nam Gyu-ri, Jung Il-woo, Jo Hyun-jae, Bae Soo-bin
▪ Highest rating : 17.1% / Average rating : 11.7%
▪ Distributed Territories :
A fantasy drama about a woman who fell into a coma due to a car
accident. In order to come back to life, her soul in another woman’s body
struggles to collect 3 different tears from 3 people who will truly cry for her
within 49 days.
A young woman named Ji Hyun was enjoying absolute bliss as she was
about to be married with her fiance, but her perfect life is shattered in a
car accident that leaves her in a coma. She is given a second chance at life

by a reaper, but it comes with a condition: she has to find three people
outside of her family who would cry genuine tears for her. In order to do
this, she borrows the body of Yi Kyung, a part-time employee at a
convenience store.
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The War of Flower
▪ Timeslot : 21 eps X 60 mins
▪ Period : 2008.09.16~2008.11.25
▪ Genre : Romance, Action, Suspense
▪ Keyword : #based on a comic book #gambling #ambition #greed #revenge
#suspenseful #battle of wits
▪ Castings : Jang Hyeok, Kim Min-jun, Han Ye-seul, Kim Gap-su, Son Hyun-ju
▪ Highest rating : 17.2% / Average rating : 14.1%
▪ Distributed Territories :
A drama depicting the lives and desires of human through "Goni" - the top
gambler.
Go Ni suffers an incredible loss when his mother and stepfather die because of
Young Min. He later ends up in jail where he meets people who will change his
life forever. Go Ni learns from a top gambler in hopes of getting revenge.
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SCRIPTED DRAMAS
<Telenovela / Family>

Phoenix 2020
▪ Timeslot : 124 eps X 35 mins

▪ Period : 2020.10.26 – 2021.04.09
▪ Genre : Telenovela, Fatal Romance
▪ Keyword : #divorced couple #reunion #reversed social status #bad timing #love triangle
#remade version of popular drama
▪ Castings : Hong Soo-ah, Lee Jae-woo, Seo Ha-joon, Park Young-rin, Oh Cho-hee

▪ Highest rating : 6.5%
▪ Distributed Territories: Japan, Mongolia, Myanmar, EUROPE, MENA

A drama about a hopeless love of a rich woman who got married to a poor man only for
love but ended up getting divorced, and their re-encounter when the social status of the
two reverses.
Ji-Eun is the daughter of a wealthy chaebol family. Ji-Eun meets Se-Hoon, who comes
from a poor family background. Nevertheless, Ji-Eun falls deeply in love with Se-Hoon.
Se-Hoon is also in love with Ji-Eun. Eventually, they decide to marry despite background
differences. Ji-Eun's family keep bothering Sehoon for marrying their daugther. Making
things worse, Ji-Eun experiences a miscarriage. She leaves Se-Hoon shortly afterwards.
10 years later, their lives have changed drastically. Ji-Eun is burdened by the debt left

behind by her father while Se-Hoon is a successful CEO.

How will their relationship

change?
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Penthouse Season 1
▪ Timeslot : 21 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2020.10.26~2021.01.05
▪ Genre : Picaresque, Telenovela, Revenge
▪ Keyword: #murder mystery #lost daughter #affair #education #high school #revenge
#high society

▪ Castings : Eugene, Kim So-yeon, Lee Ji-ah, Uhm Ki-joon, Park Eun-seok
▪ Highest rating : 28.8% / Average Rating : 17.9%
▪ Distributed Territories: Japan, Taiwan, Myanmar, Indonesia, France, Belgium, Switzerland,
Luxembourg, Monaco, Andorra, Vietnam, Cambodia, the Philippines, EUROPE, MENA

An irresistible drama featuring 3 women, each with their own ambition and dream
fighting to reach the top, and their fatal revenge.
“Penthouse” tells the story of a woman who strives to achieve her goal of entering
high society by becoming the “queen” in the 100th floor penthouse in Gangnam, the
pinnacle of success in her eyes. It features women who have no choice but to
become villains in order to protect themselves.
The “Queen” of the 100th floor penthouse VS. “Prima donna” with the desire to have
it all VS. “Woman” thriving to enter the world of the upper class
This is a war between these women. A war of real estate and education happening
at the penthouse – the No.1 in housing price and education.
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Penthouse Season 2
▪ Timeslot : 13 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2021.02.12~2021.03.19 (Friday and Saturday)
▪ Genre : Picaresque, Telenovela, Revenge
▪ Keyword: #murder mystery #lost daughter #affair #education #high school #revenge
#high society
▪ Highest Rating: 29.2%
▪ Castings : Eugene, Kim So-yeon, Lee Ji-ah, Uhm Ki-joon, Park Eun-seok
▪ Distributed Territories: Japan, Taiwan, Myanmar, Indonesia, France, Belgium, Switzerland,
Luxembourg, Monaco, Andorra, Vietnam, Cambodia, the Philippines, EUROPE, MENA

The second season of Penthouse : War In Life! With the highest rating of 28.8%,
Penthouse is proven to be the most successful and popular drama of 2020.
With Shim Su-ryeon now dead and Oh Yoon-hee out of sight, Cheon Seo-jin
believes she has the perfect life with her lover Ju Dante. But it is shattered with the
appearance of Oh Yoon-hee, who comes back married with Seo-jin’s ex-husband Ha
Yoon-chul. Plus, Ju Dante encounters Na Ae-gyo who looks exactly like his dead wife
Shim Su-ryeon. And regardless of the hatred between his parents, Ju’s son Ju Seok-

hoon longs for Rona, daughter of Oh Yoon-hee. Yoonchul and Seo-jin’s daughter
Eun-sung returns to the Herapalace for revenge, causing another huge stir in the
apartment complex. What plot does Oh Yoon-hee really have in mind? Will her
revenge succeed?
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Penthouse Season 3
▪ Timeslot : 14 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2021.06.04~ airing (every Friday)
▪ Genre : Picaresque, Telenovela, Revenge
▪ Keyword: #murder mystery #lost daughter #affair #education #high school

#revenge #high society
▪ Castings : Eugene, Kim So-yeon, Lee Ji-ah, Uhm Ki-joon, Park Eun-seok
▪ Ratings: Currently aired Ep1 (2021.06.08) 21.0%

The final season of Penthouse : War In Life! The legendary Penthouse series’ grand
finale! Korea’s telenovela master Kim Soon-ok writer will close the epoch-making
series with her bold, unique style. This series will for sure mark a new standard of
Korean telenovela drama.
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Amor Fati
▪ Timeslot : 120 eps X 35 mins
▪ Period : 2021.04.12~On Air
▪ Genre : Melodrama, Telenovela
▪ Keyword: #divorced woman #single daddy #healing #heartwarming
▪ Castings : CHOI Jung-yoon, AHN Jae-mo, BAE Seul-gi, PARK Hyeong-jun

Amor Fati meaning “Love your fate”. The healing story of two men and women
getting back up again.
A heart-warming melodrama featuring a single dad and a divorced woman. The two
are worn out and exhausted in their lives. When the two meet, they heal each
other’s wounds with the love. The story of strong people rising back up from d
espair.
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Racket Boys
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2021.05.10~2021.06.29 (Monday and Tuesday)
▪ Genre : Sports, Teen, Family
▪ Keyword: #badminton #last place team #competition #middle school
#friendship
▪ Castings : Tang Jun-sang, Oh Na-ra, Kim Kang-hoon, Woo-hyun, Son Sang Yeon
First ever K-drama about badminton! Middle school badminton players’ B-grade comedy

growth drama consists of different episodes.
Yoon Hae-gang, whose life is all about baseball, is so poor that he can't take the
opportunity to play the starting game. Poverty eventually leads him to move to Haenam,
the southern most village of Korea. Hae-gang, a game addict, is frustrated by the not
having Wi-Fi. Thankfully, his father Hyun-jong became the badminton coach of Haenam
Middle School badminton team, which was about to be disbanded. The principal promises
to pay Hyun-jong if he maintains the badminton club till the boys' athletic competition.
Hyun-jong starts persuading his son to Hae-gang to join the badminton team, in order to
keep the minimum number of 4 players in the team. Hae-gang, who has great pride in
baseball, ignores badminton and rejects his father's offer. Haegang joins the badminton
club after many twists and turns.
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Mom Has an Affair
▪ Timeslot : 122 eps X 35 mins
▪ Period : 2020.05.04~2020.10.23
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyboard : #single mom #children promoting remarriage #children wanting
rich daddy #goofy #funny #feel-good #light
▪ Castings : Hyun Ju-ni, Lee Jae-hwang, Moon Bo-ryung, Kim Hyeong-beom
▪ Highest rating : 8.0% / Average rating : 6.8%
▪ Distributed Territories : Myanmar
There's no second marriage in my life! A family story about a single mom
who plans to get married to a rich man for her children who wants a rich
dad.
Desperate times call for desperate measures and for one mom, that means
finding a rich man to make her kids happy. Pil Jeong is a single, divorced
mom of two who swore that she’ll never get married again. Her children, on
the other hand, have other plans in store. They beg her to find and marry a
rich man as a means of securing their family’s future and a hilarious family
expansion project ensues.
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Wanna Taste?
▪ Timeslot : 124 eps X 35 mins
▪ Period : 2019.11.12~2020.05.01
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #affair #remarriage #restaurant #chef #light #goofy
▪ Castings : Shim Yi-young, Seo Do-young, Seo Ha-jun, Han Ga-rim, lee Seul-a
▪ Highest rating : 9.7% / Average rating : 7.4%
▪ Distributed Territories :
Hae Jin is 36-years-old. She is married to Jin Sang, who is 6 years younger than
her, and they have a daughter Yoo Ri. Hae Jin runs a restaurant that she took

over from her father-in-law. She supported her husband Jin Sang while he
studied to enter a university. Because of Hae Jin, Jin Sang is now attending a
prestigious university, but he has an affair with Joo Ri. She is the young
daughter of a rich family. Hae Jin becomes aware of her husband's affair, but
she doesn't want a divorce. Meanwhile, Dae Gu appears in front of Hae Jin. Dae
Gu is a drama series writer. He was once in demand for his screenwriting, but
his popularity has waned. His marriage life is not doing well either.
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Happy Maker, Soon-Jung
▪ Timeslot : 120 eps X 40 mins
▪ Period : 2010.11.15~2011.05.13
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #love and dream #success story #kind heart
▪ Castings : BAE Jong-ok, JIN Tae-hyun, LEE Chung-ah
▪ Highest rating : 17.1% / Average rating : 13.5%
▪ Distributed Territories :

Soon-Jung tries to find her success by accomplishing her dream and finding
love. She is not a specially - talented person. With the help of her blunt but
warm-hearted neighbors’ attention and her good -minded personality, she
does not give up dream for her delightful future even though she is in a tough
situation. This drama is light-hearted, one which depicts these neighbors’
laughter and tears in life in a pleasant way.
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Love Is Drop by Drop
▪ Timeslot : 120 eps X 35 mins
▪ Period : 2016.11.28~2017.06.02
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #heart transplant #single mom #hardships
▪ Castings : WANG Ji-hye, KANG Eun-tak, GONG Hyun-joo, KIM Min-su
▪ Highest rating : 9.0% / Average rating : 7.1%
▪ Distributed Territories :

An upbeat girl falls in love with a man who got a heart transplant from her
former lover, facing the shrouding secrets and overcoming difficulties.
The female protagonist gets pregnant with her boyfriend’s baby but due to a
hit and run accident, she loses her father and later her future husband (the
boyfriend). She hits the rock bottom when she gets thrown out even by her
would-be in-laws. Her maternal instinct kicks in as she decides to become a
single mother but later on, her in-laws decide to take her in and they make a
new family and find happiness little by little. What would seem like a
miserable life to others turns around as she carves out her life with positive
attitudes.
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Happy Sisters
▪ Timeslot : 120 eps X 35 mins
▪ Period : 2017.12.04~2018.05.25
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #woman #mothers #wives #daughter-in-law
▪ Castings : SHIM Yi-young, HAN Young, HUR Eun-jung, LEE Ye-bin
▪ Highest rating : 12.4% / Average rating : 11.2%
▪ Distributed Territories :

“Happy Sisters” was produced to share the lively happy virus by
illustrating the beautiful and fierce process of how women today love,
which helps them discover their identities. “Happy Sisters” will be a
cheerful, refreshing, satisfying drama that gives hope and happiness to
those who are tired and weary of living in today’s world.
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Run, Jang Mi
▪ Timeslot : 123 eps X 40 mins
▪ Period : 2014.12.15~2015.06.05
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #wealthy girl became poor #bankrupt #hard-working #divorce #remarriage
#light #exciting
▪ Castings : Go Joo-Won, Lee Young-Ah, Ryu Jin
▪ Highest rating : 13.2% / Average rating : 11%
▪

Distributed Territories :

The drama tells the story of a well-to-do woman who has lived in a wellto-do family, but loses everything due to her father's death. She finds her
own life again, becoming a hardworking smart girl.
Jang Mi has a warm personality which makes her kind to everyone. She is
26-years-old and a graduate student majoring in culinary arts. Her father is
wealthy, but he dies suddenly. Jang Mi's life changes completely after her

father's death.
While Jang Mi struggles to make a living, she meets a man who is the
grandson of a food company president. They become involved romantically.
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The Good Witch
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2018.03.03~2018.05.05
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #identical twins #replacing twin #flight attendance #affair #ordinary
housewife #feel-good #light
▪ Castings : Ryu Su-Young, Lee Da-Hae, Ahn Woo-Yeon, Shin Hye-jung
▪ Highest rating : 11.7% / Average rating : 7.7%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Myanmar, Thailand, Indonesia, Hong Kong, Macau),
EUROPE(France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco, Andora)

A hilarious double-life drama of a woman who goes back and forth between
being a 'Witch' and a 'Fool'.
A housewife too nice for her own good is married to an unemployed husband.
She switches places with her selfish, opinionated twin sister, who works as a
flight attendant. Although they are identical twins, they have polar opposite
personalities. Aboard the plane, she meets the pilot, an abstinent bachelor,

and their journey sets off.
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Shady Mom-in-Law
▪ Timeslot : 123 eps X 35 mins
▪ Period : 2019.05.20~2019.11.08
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #mom-in-law opposing marriage #fake mother #fake identity #revenge
▪ Castings : Shin Da-eun, Kim Hye-sun, Son Woo-hyuk, Park Jin-woo
▪ Highest rating : 7% / Average rating : 6%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan)

Eun-seok and Jenny fell in love at first sight. Sujin, the suspicious mother-in-law,
desperately blocks Eunseok, the impeccable son-in-law. The story of Eun-seok,
whose mother-in-law became an enemy, and the secret of the suspicious motherin-law.
Jenny works as a fashion designer and she is successful at her job. She has a
very close relationship with her mother Soo Jin. Her mother wants Jenny to
marry Man Soo, but Jenny does not like Man Soo and ignores him. Jenny
happens to meet Eun Suk. They fall in love with each other at first sight. Eun Suk
has a warm and quiet personality, but he believes in doing the right thing. He is
from a wealthy family. They decide to get married, but Jenny's mother Soo Jin

opposes their marriage.
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The Last Empress
▪ Timeslot : 26 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2018.11.21~2019.02.21

▪ Genre : Telenovela, Mystery, Romance
▪ Keyword : #married to emperor #royal family #murder mystery #affair #revenge
#slick
▪ Castings : Jang Nara, Choi Jin-hyuk, Shin Sung-rok, Lee Elijah, Shin Eun-kyung
▪ Highest rating : 19% / Average rating : 13%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, Myanmar, Thailand,
Vietnam, Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Mongolia, Cambodia),
Australia, OTT (PCCW)
One day, a cheerful and lively musical actress Sunny suddenly becomes the 'Cinderella' and
marries the emperor of Korea. She finds clues of the murder of the Great Queen and fights

against the absolute power of the palace. She destroys the imperial family and seeks true love
and happiness.
Set in an alternate universe where Korea is a constitutional monarchy in 2018, Oh Sunny is a
bright musical actress who marries the emperor. She becomes involved in the palace power
struggle and a mysterious murder that sets off events that threaten the monarchy itself, while
searching for true love and happiness. But she ends up falling in love with Na Wang Sik who
works as a bodyguard for the imperial family. He started working in the palace to take revenge
on the person responsible for his mother’s death.
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Kangnam Scandal
▪ Timeslot : 123 eps X 35 mins
▪ Period : 2018.11.26~2019.05.17
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #fake love turns real #incurable illness #childhood friends #love triangle
▪ Castings : Shin Go-eun, Lim Yun-ho, Seo Do-yeong, Hwang Bo-mi, Bang Eun-hui
▪ Highest rating : 7.9% / Average rating : 6.9%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(JAPAN)

A woman pretends to love a chaebol heir to pay for her mother's surgery,
but eventually falls in love with him. A tearful romance drama that stresses
the importance of love and their changes.
Eun So Yoo works as a stylist. She struggles to make enough money to pay
for her mother's operation fee. Due to a case, So Yoo gets involved with
Choi Seo Joon. He is rich and from a chaebol family. So Yoo pretends to
love him for his money, but she falls truly in love with him. Seo Joon has an
in incurable disease. He is more interested in playing around than working
and he doesn't believe in true love.
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Bravo My Life
▪ Timeslot : 28 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2017.10.21~2018.02.03
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #mother and daughter #reconciliation #actor with stage fright
#reunited with lost birth mother #healing #heartfelt
▪ Castings : Jung Yu-Mi, Hyun-Woo, Kang Ji-Sub, Song Mi-Ja, Youn Jung-Hoon,
Park Sang-Min
▪ Highest rating : 8.9% / Average rating : 6.9%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Hong Kong, Macau, Japan, Myanmar)

Ha Do-na is a passionate drama assistant director while Lara is a former
actress who fell to the bottom after living a life of a queen. The drama
reflects on the true meaning of life through reconciliation, challenge, and
love between the mother and the daughter.
A heady drama producer, an assistant director, and an actor who has not
been casted after seven years in the industry navigate the world of
television drama production.
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One Well-Raised Daughter
▪ Timeslot : 122 eps X 35 mins
▪ Period : 2013.12.02~2014.05.30
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #daughter disguised as son #family business #exciting #light

▪ Castings : Lee Tae-Gon, Park Han-Byeol, Yoon Se-In, Jung Eun-Woo
▪ Highest rating : 14.6% / Average rating : 11.4%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Cambodia)
The story begins when the fourth daughter, born to a family that has been
making soy sauce for hundreds of years, disguises as a man because of her
circumstances.
Jang Ha Na is the fourth daughter of the eldest son of a family that’s been
making soy sauce for hundred of years. She has to dress up like a man
because of their financial situation. The family needs a male representative
for their soy sauce business. After giving birth to four daughters, they gave
up for trying for the male heir and the fourth daughter will just have to
pretend to be a boy and act like a son within the family.
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The Secret of Birth
▪ Timeslot : 18 eps X 80 mins
▪ Period : 2013.04.27~2013.06.23
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #memory loss #photographic memory #parental love #genius mom and
uneducated dad #heartfelt
▪ Castings : Yun Jun-sang, Sung Yu-ri, Kim Kap-soo
▪ Highest rating : 8.3% / Average rating : 7.1%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Taiwan, Japan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Vietnam, Cambodia),
EUROPE(Romania)

A drama about the dilemma of a woman who lost her memory of her loving
husband and child due to dissociative amnesia, and the tearful paternal love of an
ignorant father dealing with a genius daughter.
Jung Yi-hyun is a genius, but she suffers from psychogenic amnesia and does not
remember her husband and young daughter. Hong Gyung-doo is uneducated and

poor, but he's a loving father to young Hae-deum, who's inherited her genius from
her mother. Yi-hyun and Gyung-doo met just as both were on the brink of suicide,
and they'd decided to choose life together. The drama is about Yi-hyun's journey to
putting together the pieces of her lost memory with her husband's help, a man who
seems completely unsuited for her.
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Two Women’s Room
▪ Timeslot : 119 eps X 40 mins
▪ Period : 2013.08.05~2014.01.17
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #revenge #affair #rivalry #betrayal of friend #dark

▪ Castings : Park Eun-Hye, Wang Bit-Na, Gang Ji-Seob, Kang Gyeong-Joon
▪ Highest rating : 16.8% / Average rating : 13.7%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Myanmar, Vietnam, Cambodia,
Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei)
A wretched revenge drama about Kyung-chae who loses everything due
to Hee-soo, who she thought to be a friend. Kyung-chae's struggle to
regain her room, man, and family back.
Kyung-Chae is the successor for a five-star hotel. She is involved in a
romantic relationship with Ji-Sub, the general manager of the hotel. Her
life changes after she meets Hee-Soo and becomes friends with her.
Hee-Soo is jealous of Kyung-Chae and takes away everything that
Kyung-Chae has. Now, Kyung-Chae fights back.
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Angel’s Temptation
▪ Timeslot : 21 eps X 75 mins
▪ Period : 2009.10.12~2009.12.22
▪ Genre : Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #revenge #enemy family #fake relationship #marriage for revenge
#counter-revenge #dark

▪ Castings : Lee So-yeon, Bae Soo-bin, Han Sang-jin, Kim Tae-hyeon, Hong Soohyeon
▪ Highest rating : 23.2% / Average rating : 17.9%
▪ Distributed Territories :

A drama about a woman married to a man of an enemy's family for
revenge. Her husband later finds out about it, and plans a revenge.
After the death of her parents, Joo Ah Ran plots to ruin the family that
destroyed hers. She seduces and marries the son of her enemy, Shin
Hyun Woo, who discovers her plan belatedly. With a new face, courtesy
of plastic surgery after suffering from a car accident, he decides to
exact his own revenge upon her.
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Brilliant Legacy
▪ Timeslot : 28 eps X 80 mins
▪ Period : 2013.08.05~2014.01.17
▪ Genre : Family, Romance, Soap
▪ Keyword: #cinderella story #family love #memory loss #stepmother #stepsister #emotional
#sensational
▪ Castings : Park Eun-Hye, Wang Bit-Na, Gang Ji-Seob, Kang Gyeong-Joon
▪ Highest rating : 47.1% / Average rating : 31.9%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, Myanmar, Vietnam, Kazakhstan,
Indonesia, Singapore, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, U.A.E, Qatar, Kuwait, Uzbekistan, Bahrain, Tajikistan),
Turkey, EUROPE(United Kingdom, France, Belgium, Netherland, Switzerland, Luxembourg), VIKI,
Netflix U.S, Netflix International

A drama about inheritance of a food conglomerate and regaining family love.
Go Eun Sung's life is similar to Cinderella's. After her father dies, her step-mother,
Baek Sung Hee, takes away all of her inheritance while her younger brother, Eun
Woo, suddenly disappears without a trace. Despite this, Eun Sung perseveres and

works hard to fulfil her dreams. When the CEO of a food company, Jang Sook Ja,
suffers amnesia and can't remember who she is, Eun Sung takes her in. However,
Eun Sung does not know that she is the grandmother of Sun Woo Hwan, the man
who she switched bags with at the airport. How will their constant bickering lead
them to realize that they care more about each other than they let on?
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Cruel Temptation
▪ Timeslot : 129 eps X 50 mins
▪ Period : 2008.11.03~2009.05.01

▪ Genre : Telenovela, Romance, Family
▪ Keyword : #betrayal #revenge #affair #new identity #sensational #femme fatal #tempted
by ex-wife
▪ Castings : Jang Suh-Hee, Kim Seo-Hyung, Byun Woo-Min, Lee Jae-Hwang
▪ Highest rating : 37.5% / Average rating : 26.9%

▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Vietnam, Philippines, Indonesia,
Cambodia, ran, Iraq, Afghanistan, U.A.E, Qatar, Kuwait, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Bahrain),
EUROPE(Germany)
A woman is abandoned by her husband and plans revenge, seducing her old husband with a
whole new identity. The most successful and popular telenovela drama in K-drama history!
One night Goo Eun Jae gets drunk and Jung Gyo Bin takes this opportunity to take advantage of
her. Eun Jae and Gyo Bin marry but their marriage is not blissful. Eun Jae's best friend, Shin Ae Ri,
openly flirts with Gyo Bin in front of Eun Jae. Gyo Bin decides that he does not want to remain
married to Eun Jae and tries to kill her. Eun Jae is presumed to have drown and died. Gyo
Binmoves on with Ae Ri, thinking that he is successful in killing Eun Jae. Months later, Eun Jae is
back for revenge by assuming the identity of another woman, Min So Hee, who had killed herself.
How will Gyo Bin react to a girl who looks exactly like his presumed dead wife, Eun Jae? Will he be
tempted by So Hee?
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Madly in Love
▪ Timeslot : 47 eps X 60 mins
▪ Period : 2013.09.28~2014.03.23
▪ Genre : Telenovela, Romance, Family
▪ Keyword: #tragic family #father and son conflict #ambition #dark #love
triangle
▪ Castings : Jun Kwang-Ryul, Jeon Mi-Seon, Sung Hoon
▪ Highest rating : 11.9% / Average rating : 7.3%
▪ Distributed Territories :
A drama about the sad love and intense success of three men and women who suffer a
tragedy due to conflict and fate of their parents' generation.
Kang Moo Yeol is a third-generation chaebol who has both the looks and wealth, but grows
up with family issues and pain from the loss of his past love Han Yoo Rim. Meanwhile, Han
Yoo Jung is diligent and bright, and very independent who has a tomboyish and unruly
personality which helps her overcome the sudden loss of her family. She is Han Yoo Rim's
younger sister and will get involved with Kang Moo Yeol 10 years later. Both Kang Moo Yeol
and his half brother Hong Soo Hyuk will fall in love with Han Yoo Jung. But, Moo Yeol and
Yoo Jung are star-crossed lovers. Their tragic love story begins because of a tragedy due to
their parents. How will they escape their dreary surroundings to succeed?
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Band of Sisters
▪ Timeslot : 27 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2017.04.15~2017.10.14
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #female leads #womance #revenge #friendship #enemies #wicked
#overcoming story
▪ Castings : Jang Seo-hee, Oh Yoon-ah, Kim Joo-hyung, Kim Da-som, Lee Ji-hoon
▪ Highest rating : 25% / Average rating : 14%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Singapore, Mongolia, Myanmar, Turkey,
Vietnam, Hong Kong, Macau)

A drama about the friendship and success of three women who loses their
loved ones.
Band of Sisters is about three women who each deal with some type of
emotional trauma. They come together and bond over their similar
suffering and form deep friendships. Becoming so close they decide to
adopt a baby together as a form of healing.
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Heard It Through the Grapevine
▪ Timeslot : 30 eps X 75 mins
▪ Period : 2015.02.23~2015.06.02
▪ Genre : Family, Romance, Telenovela
▪ Keyword : #satire #high society #hereditary #wealth #lineage #reputation #black comedy
#slick
▪ Castings : Yoo Jun-Sang, Yoo Ho-Jeong, Lee Joon, Go Ah-Sung
▪ Highest rating : 12.8% / Average rating : 10.3%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Vietnam, Philippines, Malaysia,
Cambodia)

A black comedy drama that captures the snobbery of the upper class in Korea
enjoying imperial power and dreaming of hereditary succession of wealth and
lineage.
Han Jeong Ho and Choi Yeon Hee are a wealthy couple from a prestigious family.
Their reputation is suddenly turned upside down when their teenage son, Han In
Sang, impregnates his girlfriend, Seo Bom, who is from an ordinary family. Bom is
determined to endure being isolated from her own family and humiliation from
her in-laws for the sake of her child's future, while In Sang struggles between his
love for Bom and his family's high expectations.’
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Super Family
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2017.02.20~2017.07.03

▪ Genre : Family, Comedy
▪ Keyword : #realistic #family bonding #heartfelt #parental love #funny #goofy #light #feelgood
▪ Castings : Park Hyeok-Gwon, Park Seon-Yeong, Kim Ji-Min
▪ Highest rating : 5.8% / Average rating : 4.1%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Hong Kong, Macau, Mongolia)
Based on the concept that all of us living through this era are "Supermen," this drama
depicts the most ordinary super humans - office workers, housewives and students through laughter, emotion and satire.
Cheon-il, the dad, has kept the same position for years and recently lost a promotion to a
colleague. Ra-yeon, the mom, was born as the third child, middle daughter, and has always
felt wronged by her mother. Ik-hee. The daughter, did terrible on her midterms but then
loses her first love to her best friend. In order to feel better, the family gets together and
watches a drama about friends sharing their stories from 1988. Cheon-il and Ra-yeon miss
their old friends and calls them again but not one of them has turned out well. They
conclude that family is better than friends. They comfort themselves with the fact that their

family remains tight on weekends. They may bicker and fight as a family, but they share
stories of how they each struggle to survive out there.
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I’m Sorry, But I Love You
▪ Timeslot : 120 eps X 35 mins
▪ Period : 2016.12.19~2017.06.09
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #orphans #long-lost rich parents #revenge #betraying former family
#ambition
▪ Castings : Kim Min-seo, Park Sun-ho, Lee In, Naya
▪ Highest rating : 14.5% / Average rating : 10.9%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan)
The drama depicts the fatal but pure love of a woman who lost everything when her
husband's chaebol parents are found and an ordinary man who sought only success for his
family.
This drama talks of fatal but brave love. An impoverished orphan man becomes a son of rich
family literally overnight, but ditches his former family blinded by his ambition and ends up
paying the unbearable price for that. And his wife loses her child, swears revenge and uses

another man for her purpose but in the end chooses her true love. It’s also about pure love,
where a man gives up his glamorous future for the woman he loves.
This should not be defined one dimensionally, as a revenge drama or just a love drama. In
the end, it depicts a beautiful romance where the scorned woman gets redeemed by heartfelt love.
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It’s Okay, Daddy’s Girl
▪ Timeslot : 17 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2010.11.22~2011.01.18
▪ Genre : Family, Romance
▪ Keyword : #paternal love #heart-warming #immature daughter #father-daughter
relationship
▪ Castings : Mun Chae-won, Park In-hwan, Kim Hye-ok, Choi Jin-hyuk, Shin Min-su,
Lee Dong-hae
▪ Highest rating : 10.1% / Average rating : 8%
▪ Distributed Territories :

The story of a young, immature daughter pioneering her life when she is
faced to be in charge of taking care of her sick father.
It is a heartwarming story that the heroine Eun Chae-ryung(Mun Chaewon) realizes her parents’ sacrifices and efforts confronting the world
after losing her biggest supporter, her father, and tries to find real family
love. It is notable that unlike other dramas, this drama focuses on a
father-daughter relationship, not a mother-daughter relationship.
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Perfect Bride
▪ Timeslot : 61 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2016.08.27~2017.04.08
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #reality of marriage #divorce #remarriage #light

▪ Castings : Kim So-Eun, Song Jae-Lim, Yoo-Sun, Kim Gyu-Ri
▪ Highest rating : 20.1% / Average rating : 11.8%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Cambodia, Myanmar,
Mongolia, Singapore)
A heart-warming family drama that positively depicts marriage and married
life of our generation.
Heo Gap Dol is an unemployed college graduate who has been trying to pass
the civil service exam for years. His longtime girlfriend Shin Gap Soon
supports him by doing several part-time jobs in the hope of him finally
passing the exam and proposing to her.
This drama positively depicts about various kind of marriage forms between
the characters: a normal marriage, divorced couple, remarried couple,
common-law marriage, and cohabitation couple.
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Ugly Alert
▪ Timeslot : 133 eps X 40 mins
▪ Period : 2013.05.20~2013.11.29
▪ Genre : Family, Soap, Romance
▪ Keyword : #healing #sacrifice #family love #stepbrother #heartfelt
▪ Castings : Lim Ju-hwan, Kang So-ra, Kang Byul, Choi Tae-joon, Kim Seol-hyun
▪ Highest rating : 12.4% / Average rating : 10%
▪ Distributed Territories :
The drama tells the story of a family that grow by caring for each other's
wounds through sacrifices and love.
The story of a man named Gong Joon Soo who sacrificed himself by
pretending to be a murderer to protect his younger stepbrother from being
accused instead. While serving time in prison, he learns to sew and acquires a
trade. Following his release, he starts working in a fashion company that is a
part of BY Group. There he meets the workaholic Na Do Hee, the heiress of
her grandfather’s company. Na Do Hee falls in love with Gong Joon Soo as
both of them get to understand each other and cure their wounds.
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Wonderful Mama
▪ Timeslot : 48 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2013.04.13~2013.09.22
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela
▪ Keyword : #loan shark mom #Alzheimer #fake bankruptcy #teaching kids
how to make money #goofy #light
▪ Castings : Kim Ji-Seok, Jung Yu-Mi, Bae Jong-Ok, Park Bo-Geom
▪ Highest rating : 9.2% / Average rating : 7.3%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Cambodia, Myanmar, Vietnam)

The story of a mother, a successful private moneylender who's
diagnosed with Alzheimer, struggling with her three children.
After getting diagnosed with early-onset Alzheimer's disease, a loan
shark mother must hurry and make her three adult children grow up.
As she teaches them how to run the family business, they also learn to
take care of their mother.
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Working Mom
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 60 mins
▪ Period : 2008.07.30~2008.09.18
▪ Genre : Family, Comedy
▪ Keyword : #understated #working mom #remarriage of parents #co-workers
#return to work #affair #light #goofy
▪ Castings : Yum Jeong-ah, Bong Tae-gyu, Kim Jaok, Yun Ju-sang
▪ Highest rating : 18.8% / Average rating : 14.5%
▪ Distributed Territories :
The drama comically tells the story of Ga-young, a working mom, who quit her job due
to childbirth, returning to work and the struggles between childcare and work.
The drama is about a business woman turned housewife, Choi Ga Young. She used to
be a successful business woman, until she got pregnant with her younger boyfriend's
baby. Now she is married to Park Jae Sung and they have two sons together. In hopes
of having her children well provided for, she tries to find somebody for her father so
that he could remarry. The only trouble is her stepmother refuses to babysit her
children while she goes back to work and to add onto her problems, her husband is
secretly seeing his colleague.
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One Sweet Word
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2013.12.02~2014.02.24
▪ Genre : Telenovela, Melodrama

▪ Keyword : #married life #affairs #cheating #self-reflection #penetrating
▪ Castings : Ji Jin-Hee, Han Hye-Jin, Kim Ji-Soo, Lee Sang-Woo
▪ Highest rating : 11.3% / Average rating : 9.2%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam), MENA
Countries, EUROPE(Romania, United Kingdom ,Italy, France, Spain, Andorra, Cyprus, Gibraltar,
Greece, Greenland, Holy See (Vatican City State), Iceland, Ireland, Malta, Monaco, Portugal, San
Marino, Isle Of Man, Jersey, Guernsey, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Liechtenstein, Netherlands,
Belgium, Luxembourg, Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland,
Slovakia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Macedonia, The Former Yugoslav Republic of, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia, Montenegro, Kosovo)

The drama realistically deals with the conflict between a couple who walk a tightrope to protect
their families, portraying the reality of a complicated marriage.
The story of two married couples in danger of unraveling as the husband and wife find
themselves attracted to other people. Na Eun Jin is a hardworking, positive, and bright woman
who encounters feeling of disappointment because of her cheating husband and other events,

which makes her find the new side of herself. Meanwhile, Yoo Jae Hak is a successful CEO,
respectable father of two sons, and husband to his devoted wife. He thought he was happy in
his life until he finds himself attracted to Eun Jin and then he begins to reflect on his life and
conflicts between responsibility to family and his feelings for Eun Jin.
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Marrying My Daughter Twice
▪ Timeslot : 120 eps X 35 mins
▪ Period : 2016.01.04~2016.06.17
▪ Genre : Family, Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #mother-in-law #son-in-law #divorce #remarriage #objecting
remarriage of son-in-law
▪ Castings : Park Soon-Chun, Seo Ha-jun, Yang Jin-seong
▪ Highest rating : 13.5% / Average rating : 11.1%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore)
The drama depicts the process of conflict, hatred, reconciliation, and love
caused by the sad fate of a mother-in-law who had to let go of her sonin-law, who she loved as her own son.
The mother-in-law and widower son-in-law live together like mother and
son. Then when he remarries, she finds out that his wife is her daughter
that she left behind as baby. Lee Jin Sook treats her son-in-law, Kim Hyun
Tae like her real son. Hyun Tae then meets Park Soo Kyung and marries her
which causes conflicts.
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Identical Affairs
▪ Timeslot : 50 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2015.08.22~2016.02.28
▪ Genre : Telenovela, Melodrama
▪ Keyword : #memory loss #affair #separated twins #intertwined relationship
▪ Castings : Ji Jin-Hee, Kim Hyun-Joo, Lee Gyu-Hwan, Park Han-Byul
▪ Highest rating : 11.4% / Average rating : 6.7%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Philippines, Vietnam,
Cambodia)

A woman who lost her memory falls in love with her husband who she hated the most? No, they're
having an affair!
Hae Kang and Yong Ki are twins that were separated 30 years ago. Hae Kang was a happily married
lawyer but after her daughter dies her marriage starts to fall apart. Her husband Jin Eon who is the
son of a large pharmaceutical company gets seduced by the poor young and beautiful Seol Ri and
decides to divorce Hae Kang. Yong Ki on the other hand is a pregnant widow, her life becomes
threatened while trying to uncover the truth behind her husband's death. While Yong Ki was
running away she coincidentally switches cars with Hae Kang which leads her followers to mistake
Hae Kang's identity so they try to kill her. Hae Kang ends up losing her memory and lives with
Baek Seok who thinks she is his first love Yong Ki. Baek Seok's innocence and cheerfulness touches

her and she finds happiness with him but when she meets her ex-husband again her heart starts
shaking.
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High Society
▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2015.06.08~2015.07.28
▪ Genre : Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #different social status #hidden identity #rich girl disguised as poor
▪ Castings : Uee, Sung Joon, Park Hyung-sik, Lim Ji-yeon
▪ Highest rating : 10.1% / Average rating : 9.1%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Thailand, Vietnam,
Philippines, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, UAE, Cambodia), EUROPE(Belgium,
Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco)

A youth melodrama about a daughter born in a chaebol family and a man trying
to climb the ladder of social status. It conveys the meaning of true love and a
message of hope to the youth through a romance between two different classes.
Jang Yoon-Ha is the youngest daughter of a chaebol. Even though her family is
extremely wealthy, she holds a part-time job at a food market. She hides her
background as an heiress and attempts to find a man that loves her for herself.
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Cheongdamdong Scandal
▪ Timeslot : 119 eps X 40 mins

▪ Period : 2014.07.21~2015.01.02
▪ Genre : Telenovela, Romance
▪ Keyword : #mother-in-law #wicked #daughter-in-law #high society #secret of
birth #birthmother #slick
▪ Castings : Choi Jung-Yoon, Lee Jung-Mun, Gang Tae-Sung

▪ Highest rating : 22.1% / Average rating : 14.8%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Singapore, Cambodia, Taiwan, Myanmar,
Thailand, Vietnam, Philippines)
A drama about the secret of Cheongdam-dong, the symbol of wealth and fame, and
the ugly scandal of its upper class society.
Cheongdam-dong is the seat of wealth and prestige in Korean high society, but an
ugly, deeply rooted scandal shakes it to its core when a woman who is determined to
get pregnant learns that she is being deceived by the family she was married into.
She discovers that the building designer that she just befriended is a person she
saved when she was a young girl. She is unaware that she is being sought after by
her birth mother, after a woman kidnapped her when she was a baby. Her
birthmother is now married to a businessman and now has a daughter who is
jealous of her because she sees her as a rival for the love of her life.
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The Woman Who Married Three Times
▪ Timeslot : 40 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2013.11.09~2014.03.30
▪ Genre : Telenovela, Romance, Family
▪ Keyword : #divorce #remarriage #mother and daughter #sisters

▪ Castings : Song Chang-ui, Lee Ji-ah, Ha Seok-jin, Uhm Ji-win
▪ Highest rating : 17.2% / Average rating : 12.8%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand,
Vietnam, Cambodia)
An eye-catching romance that happens around the family of a mother and two
daughters.
A family drama that centers around a mother and her two daughters from a
normal family who deliver the reality and connection of marriage. It will depict the
two sisters' relationship, their personal struggle, love, and married lives. The
younger sister gets married for the second time after she fails her first marriage,
while her outwardly cold older sister has a crush on a guy with commitment issues.
This drama will also deliver the different perspectives on marriage and divorce
between the parents' generation and today's generation.
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The King of Ambition
▪ Timeslot : 24 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2013.01.14~2013.04.02
▪ Genre : Telenovela, Romance, Suspense
▪ Keyword : #based on a comic book #devoted man #ambitious woman #betrayal #aiming
for higher social status #revenge #secret of birth #stepparents
▪ Castings : Kwon Sang-woo, Soo Ae, U-Know Yunho, Kim Sung-ryung
▪ Highest rating : 29% / Average rating : 18%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Romania, Philippines, Malaysia, Cambodia), EUROPE(Netherland, Switzerland, Luxembourg),
New Zealand/Australia OTT, Europe OTT

A drama about the love, betrayal and desire of a woman trying to escape from poverty
to get to the highest place, and a man who sacrifices everything for her.
A melodrama about a greedy woman who wishes to shake off her poverty and

become First Lady, and a man who can do anything for her. The two venture forth into
lethal love, betrayal, unstoppable greed, conspiracy and salvation. Da Hae is a woman
who will do everything to come out of poverty, even if that includes betraying her
dedicated husband who has been sacrificing himself doing low jobs to pay for her
schooling, abandoning her daughter, hiding murders, and lying about herself to get
important positions, to eventually become the First Lady.
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Temptation
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2014.07.14~2014.09.16
▪ Genre : Telenovela, Romance, Mystery
▪ Keyword : #betrayal #failure #intertwined relationship #dark
▪ Castings : Kwon Sang-Woo, Choi Ji-Woo, Park Ha-Sun, Lee Jung-Jin
▪ Highest rating : 11.3% / Average rating : 8.9%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand,
Vietnam, Philippines, Malaysia, Israel, Cambodia), EUROPE(Romania, Ukraine)
When a man is driven to the end of his life, he receives an irresistible
offer and makes irreversible choices. A tempting romance of four men
and women who find the meaning of true love in a tangled relationship!
A melodrama about a married man who receives a huge sum of money
from a woman to repay the huge debt he owes. Complications arise
when the woman demands total submission from him, which
jeopardizes his relationship with his wife.
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The Empire of Gold
▪ Timeslot : 24 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2013.07.01~2013.09.17
▪ Genre : Family, Political, Melodrama
▪ Keyword : #1990s #ambition #greed #blinded by money and power #family
conflict #dark #ominous
▪ Castings : Go Soo, Lee Yo-Won, Son Hyun-Joo
▪ Highest rating : 13.8% / Average rating : 12.1%
▪ Distributed Territories :
A family political drama about a family struggle to become the King of
the Korean Economy during the turbulent era from the early 1990s.
A power struggle between three people in one chaebol empire for 20
years from the turbulent era of Korean finance in the early 1990s to
2010s. Jang Tae Joo is a young man who fights to build up his socalled empire of gold from nothing after his father dies. In order to
achieve his dream he marries Choi Seo Yoon, the chaebol heiress of
Sung Jin Group. Sung Jin Group battle ensues between Jang Tae Joo,
Choi Seo Yoon and her older cousin Choi Min Jae.
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Witch’s Castle
▪ Timeslot : 122 eps X 40 mins
▪ Period : 2015.12.14~2016.06.10
▪ Genre : Family, Romance, Telenovela
▪ Keyword : #mother-in-law #sister-in-law #women who lost their loved ones
#healing #companionship #family bonding #female lead #feel-good
▪ Castings : Choi Jeong-Won, Seo Ji-Seok, Yu Ji-In, Shin Dong-Mi
▪ Highest rating : 11.2% / Average rating : 10%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Myanmar, Vietnam, Cambodia)
A tearful story where three women, each having lost their men, live
together under the same roof, overcome conflicts and wounds, and
become a true family.

Oh Dan-Byul lost her parents due to her own mistake. She marries JoonYoung, but he passes away. Meanwhile, her mother-in-law, Ho-Duk,
divorces because of her husband's infidelity and her sister-in-law, Se-Sil,
returns to South Korea after divorcing her Italian husband. Now, these three
women live together while overcoming their own personal problems and
becoming important to each other.
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Goddess of Marriage
▪ Timeslot : 36 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2013.06.29~2013.10.27
▪ Genre : Romance, Telenovela
▪ Keyword : #mother-in-law #marriage #soulmate #ideal love #love triangle
▪ Castings : Kim Ji-hoon, Nam Sang-mi, Lee Sang-woo
▪ Highest rating : 13.9% / Average rating : 10.2%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Myanmar, Vietnam, Cambodia)

A story of couples with different values and perspectives on life,
reflecting on the true meaning and preciousness of marriage through
love and conflict.
Radio program writer Song Ji-Hye has a pure outlook, that could be
construed naive, but also self-assertive. She dreams of having a
soulmate, but worries about the difference between reality and an ideal
love. She falls into love triangle with two men.
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The Mask
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2015.05.27~2015.07.30
▪ Genre : Telenovela, Romance, Mystery
▪ Keyword : #fake identity #deceiving #stealing identity #mistrusting
▪ Castings : Ju Ji-Hoon, Su Ae, Yeon Jung-Hoon, Yoo In-Young
▪ Highest rating : 13.6% / Average rating : 10.8%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Vietnam,
Kazakhstan, Philippines, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, UAE, Israel, Cambodia)
A secretive drama about people who live under masks and conceal themselves.
Byun Ji Sook has always had a hard life with her father constantly going into debt and
being chased by loan sharks. She desperately wants to know what life is like if she was
born into a better family and didn’t have to worry about money. When a series of
circumstances brings Ji Sook to Eun Ha, a woman from a wealthy family who strongly
resembles Ji Sook, she grabs hold of the chance for a better life and assumes Eun Ha’s
identity and begins to live her elite life. She meets Min Woo, a chaebol heir who is
mistrusting of the people around him. But when he realizes that Ji Sook is not like the
other women he has met, he is drawn to her. How long can Ji Sook keep up the
charade and hide her true identity?
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Sweet Enemy
▪ Timeslot : 124 eps X 40 mins
▪ Period : 2017.06.12~2017.12.01
▪ Genre : Telenovela, Family
▪ Keyword : #revenge #romance #family #mystery
▪ Castings : PARK Eun-hye, YU Geon, LEE Jae-woo PARK Young-Rin
▪ Highest rating : 12.9% / Average rating : 10.8%
▪ Distributed Territories :
Oh Dal-lim gets framed for murder. She faces the world filled with lies and prejudice
to find the truth and get revenge on the people who wronged her.
Dal-lim is a witch-like butcher who wields knives freely. One day, she gets into an
argument with Jae-hui, who comes to the restaurant as a customer, and ends up at
the police station. She goes to Jae-hui’s country house to resolve the issue but ends
up being framed for murder. She loses everything yet stands up against lies and
prejudice in search of her dreams and love. Choi Seon-ho is well-educated, talented,
handsome and comes from a rich and powerful family. However, he suddenly loses his
fiancée Jae-hui. Believing that Dal-lim is the murderer, Seon-ho considers Dal-lim his
enemy. But he gradually realizes that Dal-lim was framed, and his hatred for her grows

into love.
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Smile, Honey!
▪ Timeslot : 124 eps X 60 mins
▪ Period : 2009.09.26~2010.03.07
▪ Genre : Telenovela, Family
▪ Keyword : #funny #romance #family #lively
▪ Castings : LEE Min-jeong, JEONG Kyeong-ho, LEE Cheon-hee, CHOI Jeong-yoon
▪ Highest rating : 19.4% / Average rating : 15.7%
▪ Distributed Territories :
Two families with upturned destinies live under one roof!
Seo Jeong-in’s dream since her childhood days has always been to become a good wife and
mother. In actuality, this means that she wants to live a comfortable, fun-filled life completely

dependent on a hardworking husband. But when her father’s business goes bankrupt, her finace
leaves her, and all her high-class training seems to be a waste. Maybe her grandfather, who never
had any trust in his son, had left a small fortune in the care of his trusted driver? Her whole
family moves into a spare room in the former chauffer’s home, and to their dismay, ‘attitudechanging survival training’ begins… There, Jeong-in meets Kang Hyeon-soo. He pursues Jeongkyeong, Jeong-in’s sister, whom he had a crush on since his college days, but she barely
acknowledges him. But by an iconic turn of fate, she comes to live with his family…with her
whole family in tow.
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Your Woman
▪ Timeslot : 120 eps X 35 mins
▪ Period : 2013.02.18~2013.08.02
▪ Genre : Telenovela, Family
▪ Keyword : #secret #romance #family #warm
▪ Castings : LEE Yoo-ri, PARK Yoon-jae, IM Ho, PARK Young-lin
▪ Highest rating : 12.9% / Average rating : 9.70%
▪ Distributed Territories :
Eun-su is an orphan. On her own, she makes it through college and gets a job with Manbok Food. There
she meets Kang Jeong-hun and they fall in love and Eun-su becomes pregnant. She finds out that he is
the son of the company chairman and falls into despair. She gets a phone call saying that Jeong-hun has
been in a car accident. Worried, she drives to the accident site, a remote road near Suwon. Suddenly a car
drives onto her, hits her and she falls to the ground. Jin-gu runs away from home to get away from his
violent father. He makes some bad friends on the street and that’s how he meets Tae-seong and Geuncheol. Tae-seong joins an organized crime ring. Then one day, Jin-gu is desperate for money and he
borrows it from Tae-seong. But the loan came with a heavy price. Tae-seong asks him to hit a woman with
a car to knock her out. He realizes Tae-seong tricked him, and he takes the unconscious woman and drives
off with her. Eun-su now lives a new life as Yu-jeong. Six years have passed since the accident and it has
been four years since she got married to Jin-guJin-gu goes to the Manbok Building to find Manbok
Construction Company and runs into Tae-seong. In the meantime, Yu-jeong goes searching for her
husband and runs into Jeong-hun, her old love.
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Big Mama’s Mad Ride
▪ Timeslot : 90 mins
▪ Period : Released on 2021.01.21
▪ Genre : Family, Comedy
▪ Keyword : #run-away #roadmovie #women #rebellion
▪ Castings : Jung Young-joo, Kim Ga-eun, Jung Jae-Kwang
▪ Director: Baek Seung-hwan
▪ Producer: Yoon Suk-chan, Kim Jung-sook
A delightful revolting story of the women married to the Yoo family.
The Big Mama, Young-hee, lived a hard life by setting up a big table not
only for the dead ancestors but also for her living husband and eldest
son for more than 40 years.
She got her driver's license to release her stress in her 50's and finally, on
that morning she picks up the car key, leaving behind 40 years of Yoo
family's traditional holidays!
And the rebellion begins with Big Mama’s mad Bongo van!
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SCRIPTED DRAMAS
<Period>

Hong Chun-Ki

(Temporary Title. The title may change.)

▪ Timeslot : 16 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2021.09.03~2021.10.23, Friday and Saturday in consideration
▪ Genre : Period, Romance, Mystery
▪ Keyword: #blind #painter #spell #demons
▪ Castings : Kim Yoo-jung, Ahn Hyo-seop

The mysterious and beautiful tale of Hong Chun-ki, the first female painter of Joseon.
Hong Chun-ki was born blind. However, when she was 10, she miraculously regains
sight. She started painting after gaining eyesight. She falls in love with Ha-ram who
she met in her childhood… It turns out their fate has changed due to the ritual and
the demon is after them, because Hong Chun-Ki received the eyes of the demon.
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Nokdu Flower
▪ Timeslot : 24 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2019.04.26~2019.07.13
▪ Genre : Period, Action, Hero
▪ Keyword : #based on a real event #half-brothers #peasant movement #revolt #brothers
conflict #inspiring
▪ Castings : Jo Jung-Suk, Yoon Shi-Yoon, Han Ye-Ri
▪ Highest rating : 11.5% / Average rating : 8.5%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Mongolia, Myanmar)
A drama about the turbulent story of half-brothers who had to fight each other in a peasant army
in the whirlwind of the Donghak Peasant Revolution in 1894.
Set during the Donghak Peasant Revolution which took place from 1894-1895. Two half-brothers
fight on opposite sides of this rebellion. Baek Yi Kang is the first son of an important family. His
father is wealthy and he is notorious as a local government officer. But, Yi Kang’s mother is from
the lowest class. Due to his mother's low social class, people look down on Baek Yi Kang. Song Ja
In is the only daughter for the head of a large peddlers group. She is the owner of Jeonjoo
Yeokak, which sells merchandise and is also an inn. She has courage, stays calm under pressure
and has charisma. She dreams of becoming the best merchant in Joseon. Baek Yi Hyun is Yi
Kang’s younger half-brother. He is smart, handsome and polite. Unlike Yi Kang, Baek Yi Hyun was
not born out of wedlock. Yi Hyun has everything and he treats his half-brother politely.
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Haechi
▪ Timeslot : 24 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2019.02.11~2019.04.30
▪ Genre : Period, Action, Romance

▪ Keyword : #team-up #comradeship #revolt #fighting for the throne #from bottom to
top #based on a real figure
▪ Castings : Jeong Il-Wu, Go Ara, Gwon Yul, Park Hun
▪ Highest rating : 8.4% / Average rating : 6.8%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Vietnam, Myanmar, Thailand)
The drama is about Prince Yeonying-gun Lee Geum, born of a humble maid, joining forces with
Park Moon-soo, Yeo-ji, and Dal-mun to become king.
Set during the Joseon Dynasty period, four different people come together to make Prince Lee
Geum the King and reform the Saheonbu government. The four people are Lee Geum, Yeo Ji,
Park Moon Soo, and Dal Moon. Lee Geum is a prince, but, even though he is smart, he is not
recognized as a prince due to his mother being born in the lowest class. Yeo Ji is damo at the
Saheonbu. She investigates cases enthusiastically. She has a talent for martial arts and foreign
languages. Yeo Ji is the best investigator, even out of all the male investigators. Park Moon Soo
has been preparing for his exam to become a public officer. He is not very smart and has
difficulty with the exam, but he is honest and tender to other people. Dal Moon is a famous
clown. He is good at martial arts. Will they be able to change the history of Joseon?
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My Sassy Girl
▪ Timeslot : 26 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2017.05.29~2017.07.18
▪ Genre : Period, Romantic comedy
▪ Keyword : #elite man #bright princess #light #delightful #upnbeat #sentimental
▪ Castings : Ju Won, Oh Yeon-Seo, Lee Jung-Shin
▪ Highest rating : 11.4% / Average rating : 8.8%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Mongolia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Brunai), EUROPE(France, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Monaco,
Andora) North America

The unpredictable romance between Gyeon-woo, an icy and intelligent man, and the problematic
and lively princess.
After completing his studies in the land of Qing, Gyeon-wu meets the “sassy girl” on his way back
home. She's blind drunk and he takes her to an inn to help her out but ends up being mistaken
for a pervert. Once she wakes, she demands that he finds the jade ring that she lost that day,
marking the start of their strange relationship. Afterwards, Gyeon-wu is appointed by the king to
be the instructor and learns that she's actually the princess of Joseon. They continue to bicker and
she threatens that if he doesn’t find the jade ring, he will not only lose his job but be forever
known as the pervert of Joseon... The Chinese lantern festival is held and he goes to get the jade
ring back. But the princess continues to cause trouble with her unusual actions.
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The Roots of Throne
▪ Timeslot : 50 eps X 75 mins
▪ Period : 2015.10.05~2016.03.22
▪ Genre : Period, Action, Romance
▪ Keyword : #revolt #political #based on a real event #team-up #success story #inspiring
▪ Castings : Yoo Ah-in, Shin Se-kyung, Kim Myung-min, Byun Yo-han, Yoon Gyun-sang
▪ Highest rating : 17.3% / Average rating : 14.3%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Cambodia), MENA, EUROPE(Romania)

The story of six figures who rose up to put an end to 'Goryeo Dynasty'.
A fiction historical drama about the ambition, rise and fall of real and
fictional characters based around Yi Bang Won.
Yi Bang Won was the third king of the Joseon Dynasty in Korea and the
father of King Sejong the Great. He helped his father King Taejo
establish the Joseon Dynasty.
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Jang Ok Jung
▪

Timeslot : 50 eps X 75 mins

▪

Period : 2013.04.08~2013.06.25

▪

Genre : Period, Romance, Mystery

▪

Keyword : #based on a real figure #based on a novel #fashion designer #social class #romance between king
and maid #sentimental

▪

Castings : Yoo Ah-in, Kim Tae-hee, Hong Soo-hyung, Jae Hee,

▪

Highest rating : 11.4% / Average rating : 9.4%

▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Kazakhstan,
Singapore, Indonesia), EUROPE(Romania, United Kingdom ,Italy, France, Spain, Andorra, Cyprus, Gibraltar,
Greece, Greenland, Holy See (Vatican City State), Iceland, Ireland, Malta, Monaco, Portugal, San Marino, Isle
Of Man, Jersey, Guernsey, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Liechtenstein, Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg,
Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Macedonia, The Former Yugoslav Republic of, Romania,
Serbia, Slovenia, Montenegro, Kosovo)

Jang Ok-jeong, who starts as a seamstress making blankets for royal family,
becomes a famous fashion designer with her excellent fashion sense and talent.
She is not entangled to her low class identity but bravely pioneers her life, seizing
love and power.
This drama tells the story of Jang Hee Bin, one of the most famous royal
concubines in the Joseon Dynasty who was behind the deposition of King Sook
Jong’s wife, Queen In Hyun. However, unlike the countless dramas and movies

about this famous villain, this drama will tell the story of Jang Ok Jung before she
became concubine Jang Hee Bin and focus on her role as a fashion designer and
cosmetic maker in the Joseon era.
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The Royal Gambler
▪ Timeslot : 24 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2016.03.28~2016.06.14
▪ Genre : Period, Action, Romance
▪ Keyword : #gambling #bromance #revenge #betting #exciting #fight for throne
▪ Castings : Jang Geun-Seok, Yeo Jin-Gu, Lim Ji-Yeon
▪ Highest rating : 12.2% / Average rating : 9.3%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand,
Cambodia), Netflix U.S, Netflix International
A historical drama about the showdown between Daegil, the forgotten prince, and
his brother Yeongjo. The biggest and most dangerous bet in the history of Joseon!
Baek Dae Gil and King Yeong Jo enter a match. Baek Dae Gil bets his life and King
Yeong Jo bets the entire Kingdom of Joseon on the outcome. Baek Dae Gil is the
best gambler in the Joseon era. He holds deep resentment inside but is also cool
on the exterior. King Yeong Jo is a man who never lowers his head without a
convincing reason. Meanwhile, Dam Seo exists solely to take revenge upon the king.
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Warrior Baek Dong Soo
▪ Timeslot : 29 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2011.07.04~2011.10.10
▪ Genre : Period, Action, Hero
▪ Keyword : #based on a real figure #based on a comic book #hero #murder mystery
#martial-arts

▪ Castings : Ji Chang-wook, Yoo Seung-ho, Yoon So-yi, Shin Hyun-bin, Choi Min-soo, Jun
Kwang-ryul
▪ Highest rating : 19.3% / Average rating : 16.7%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia),
EUROPE(Romania), Australia, Oceania

Baek Dong-soo, Joseon's best warrior, and his 'Sword of the People'! A
thrilling tale of Baek Dong-soo, who grows from a wandering
swordsman to a supreme warrior.
Set in the Joseon Dynasty during King Jeongjo's reign, this martial-arts
fusion historical drama is centered around the events involving Crown
Prince Sado's conspiracy. Warrior Baek Dong Soo was a real-life legend
who created a martial arts guide in Joseon. His group who defends
King Jeongjo is pitted against a mysterious organization of assassins
who plot to kill the King.
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Secret Door
▪ Timeslot : 24 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2014.09.22~2014.12.09
▪ Genre : Period, Suspense, Mystery
▪ Keyword : #based on real figures #father and son conflict #struggle for political
power #conspiracy #dark #tragic #political
▪ Castings : Han Suk-Kyu, Lee Je-Hoon, Park Eun-Bin, Kim Yoo-Jung
▪ Highest rating : 10% / Average rating : 6.3%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Hong Kong, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
MENA)

A drama about the conflict between King Yeongjo, who sought a strong royal
authority, and the son Crown Prince Sado, who advocated a "fair world" without
social class.
A historical drama about the conflict between father King Young Jo, who wished to
strengthen the King′s rule, and his son Crown Prince Sado, who dreamt of making his
country one where all are equal. This drama will tell the discovery of the truth behind
the mystery surrounding Sado, who was sentenced to death by his own father King
Young Jo.
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Deep Rooted Tree
▪ Timeslot : 24 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2011.10.05~2011.12.22
▪ Genre : Period, Suspense, Political
▪ Keyword : #based on a novel #based on a real figure #creation of Korean
letter Hangeul #conflict between king and retainer #political
▪ Castings : Han Suk-kyu, Jang Hyuk, Shin Se-kyung
▪ Highest rating : 25.4% / Average rating : 19.4%
▪ Distributed Territories :
A drama about the serial murder of scholars of Jiphyeonjeon, which takes place at
Gyeongbokgung Palace, seven days before King Sejong released the newly created
Hunminjeongeum (containing the Korean alphabet).
Set up in the early reign of King Sejong, this drama starts when Shim Ohn (King's
father in law) and his whole household are framed to execution by the former King

Taejong. Two young slaves survive and continue living with the aim of getting
revenge for the innocents' deaths. While King Sejong feels guilty for not being able
to rescue his people, he is determined to create hangul through a secret
organisation. However, the obstacles start when one by one of his people gets
involved in serial murder.
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IL JI-MAE: The Phantom thief
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2008.05.21~2008.07.24
▪ Genre : Period, Action, Hero
▪ Keyword : #revolt #conflict #revenge #murder mystery #half-brother #love
triangle #hero #star-studded
▪ Castings : Lee Joon-gi, Han Hyo-joo, Park Si-hoo, Lee Young-ah
▪ Highest rating : 27.9% / Average rating : 21.5%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Japan, Turkey, Iraq, Cambodia, Iran), CIS, AFRICA,
EUROPE(Romania)
A historical drama about Iljimae, the Korean version of Robin Hood.
Set during the Joseon Dynasty, Yong acts as a hooligan in the marketplace by day but
at night he is a thief who robs corrupted government officials to give to the poor. After
each robbery he leaves behind a painting depicting a plum tree branch to make his
mark and is thus named Iljimae. His main purpose is not so much to rob but to search
for the owner of a specially designed sword which he saw as a child that was used to
kill his father, a loyal subject of the emperor. Eun Chae is a government official's
daughter who despite her upbringing has a lot of empathy towards the poor. She
meets Iljimae by chance and can't help admiring him for what he stands for even
though she has never seen his face.
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Song of Prince
▪ Timeslot : 55 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2005.09.05~2006.03.27
▪ Genre : Period, Romance, Action
▪ Keyword : #based on a real figure #folk song #becoming the king #Baekje
▪ Castings : Jo Hyun-jae, Lee Bo-young, Ryu Jin
▪ Highest rating : 26.7% / Average rating : 19.8%
▪ Distributed Territories : ASIA(Hong Kong, Turkey), EUROPE, Oceania, MENA
The drama tells the story of King Mu-Wang, the 30th king of the Baekje
Kingdom, who lived the most dramatic and colorful life in history.
This drama is loosely based on one of Korea's oldest folk songs. Suh Dong was
the illegitimate son of the Baekje king and with the help of Princess Sun Hwa,
the daughter of the king of the Silla, he goes on to become the king of Baekje
against all odds.
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The Painter of Wind
▪ Timeslot : 20 eps X 70 mins
▪ Period : 2008.09.24~2008.12.04
▪ Genre : Period, Humanity, Romance
▪ Keyword : #based on a novel #based on real figures #disguised as man #friendship
#painters
▪ Castings : Park Shin-yang, Moon Geun-young, Ryu Seung-ryong, Bae Soo-bin
▪ Highest rating : 16.1% / Average rating : 13.2%
▪

Distributed Territories : ASIA(Iran, Japan, Taiwan, Myanmar), EUROPE(Romania,
EUROPE(United Kingdom, France, Belgium, Netherland, Switzerland, Luxembourg),

Middle East, United States, Oceania

A drama about the life of Kim Hong-do and Shin Yun-bok, painters of the late
Joseon Dynasty.
Shin Yoon Bok is a talented painter who disguises herself as a boy to search for
her father's murderer and meets a master painter who guides her into being a
great painter. Kim Hong Do is the man who teaches Yoon Bok how to paint,
and they develop a strong friendship of mentor and disciple.
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